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Hazel Council
seeks ways
to sahiage
its fire dept.
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Local chamber
to host state
executive
conference
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce will
host the upcoming Kentucky
Chamber
of
Commerce
Executive Association's Fall
Conference. "Chamber 2.0: the
next generation of chamber
work,"
on
Nov. li-12.
The purpose of
KCCE is to
prov ide prof essional
developmint
and continuing
education
opportuniiies
Allison
for local chambers of commerce, their staff, and volunteers.
"We are thrilled to host
Chamber execs and staff from
all across Kentucky and as far
away as Pikeville," stated Lance
Allison, president/CEO of the
chamber
Murray-Calloway
"KCCE Conferences have been
such a wonderful professional
development tool for me and 1
am excited to show off our town
to over sixty-five execs, staff,
and vendors".
Topics for the upcoming conference include; Chamber Best
Practices, Providing Top Notch
Service, Using
Customer
Technology to Your Advantage.
Goal Alignment, How to Make
Email Marketing Work for Your
Chamber, and Social Media 2.0.

WEATHER

TODAY

TOMORROw

Committee to focus
on recruiting more
community volunteers

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times

Election Day

The polls opened at 6 this morning for Calloway County residents to cast their vote in local and state elections. Pictired,
Steve Stevens, of Murray, signs in with Cathy Mathis. election clerk, at the Murray-Calloway Area Technology Center voting precinct before casting his vote.

Merryman House breaks
ground on new complex
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
After several years in the works, the
Merryman House Domestic Crisis
Center is finally. ready to build an
apartment complex on Diuguid Drive
for domestic violence victims.
Merryman House supporters, law
enforcement and other officials gath-

ered at the site Monday morning for a
groundbreaking ceremony. Merryman
House Executive Director Vonnie
Hays-Adams said there are many reasons why it is difficuit to escape a violent relationship, but for those who do
escape. difficulty in finding reliable

•See Page 2

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times
Officials participate in a groundbreaking ceremony Monday for an
apartment complex that will be used by Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Center to rent to victims of violence. Pictured, from left, are
Merryman House Executive Director Vonnie Hays-Adams, the Kentucky
Domestic Violence Association's economic empowerment director,
Mary O'Doherty, Lynn Chnsman of the Kentucky Housing Corporation,
David Ritchay, director of housing production for the Housing
Partnership, Inc., and Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.

Lions Club kicks off
44th annual auction

30s

Daily forecast
By The Associated Press
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy. with
a high near 64_ East northeast
wind between 6 and 9 mph.
Tuesday Night: Cloudy, with
a low around 41. Nortneast wind
between 3 and 7 mph.
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 64. North northeast wind between 3 and 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 37.
North northwest wind between 5
and 7 mph_
Thursday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 57_ North northwest
wind between 7 and 15 mph.
with gusts as high as 25 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, witi a low around 38.
North northwest wind around 8
mph.
Friday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 50. North northwest
wind between 7 and 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 32. Northwest
wind around 6 mph.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Hazel City Council has
appointed a special cornmittee
to find ways to salvage the
Hazel
Volunteer
Fire
Department which has suffered
a lack of volunteer manpower.
During a meeting of the council Monday night, Hazel Mayor
Kerry Vasseur suggested the
appointment of a committee
comprised of council members,
business leaders and fire department leaders to find a way to
recruit
more
volunteers.
Vasseur said the committee
would be tasked with considering several options including an
organized recruiting drive,
more training hours, asking

•See Page 2
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Televised
event hopes
to raise $10K
for charity

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
The television studio at Murray High School is filled with activity Monday night during the
first night of the Murray Lions Club 44th annual auction. With help from television students
at MHS,foreground, the Lions Club members hope to raise over $10,000.
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
With a goal of more than
$10,000 in mind, the Murray
Lions Club kicked off its annual television auction Monday
night with high hopes.
The four-day event is the
club's way of raising funds to
help give vision tests and glasses to children in need. Jason
Pittman, auction chair, said they
raised around S9,000 last year
and are shooting to break that

\\I
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cinda b

this year. Auction items are
donated by local businesses,
and Pittman said giving is up
this year with more items than
ever before.
"We have over 400 items,
close to 500, valued at over
$20,000,- he said. "It feels like
people are being more generous."
Each night, a portion of the
items will go up for bidding,
along with nine "big ticket"
items that are valued at more
than $100 each. As auction
hosts introduce each item, bids
will be taken over the phone or
in person. While the auction is
broadcast from the television
studio at Murray High School. a

•See Page 6
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Murray Main Street
hosts mayoral
candidates' roast

!Hurray Ledger & 'times

www.murrayledgei

Good-natured ribbing dished out
by small, but lively crowd Monday
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Statt Writer
On election eve. Murray's mayoral candidates endure
d a goodnatured ribbing at the annual Murray Main Street
membership
meeting.
A small but lively crowd gathered at the Robert O.
Miller
Conference Center Monday for a "roast" of the two
mayoral candidates. Bill Wells and F. T. "Butch" Seargent. Greg
DeLancey
acted as the event's host and started out by reading a
David
Letterman-style list of the top 10 "qualities we'd
like the next
mayor to possess." He said Kenny. Darnell. who was
not present.
had written the list, and one of the evening's two
roasters, Lance
Allison. joked that Darnell's delivery and long pauses
might be
necessary' to sell the jokes that weren't very funny.
Pete Lancaster was the first to pick on the candida
tes, and
Allison followed, but not before making L few cracks
at
Lancaster's expense. When Lancaster protested that
he had disregaceled his jokes about Allison. Allison remarked
that this was the
disadvantage in going first. After both candidates
had been thoroughly skewered. they took turns taking a few shots
at Lancaster
and Allison.
The one serious moment of the evening came when
Seargent
took time to respond to a letter to the editor that appeare
d in
Monday's Murray Ledger & Times. The letter was written
by Lori
Rushing. daughter of the late Mayor Tom Rushing, and
she had
v..ritten that she was dismayed by a comment Seargen
t had made
at the Murray Woman's Club political forum in which
he said
most mayors in Murray's past had a -figurehead"
style of leadership. Seargent said he had not meant the comment to
reflect on
Rushing in any way and he wanted to apologize publicl
y if he had
said any:thing to offend the Rushing family. He said
he might not
have chosen his words carefully enough and he was
sorry.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
F. T. "Butch' Seargent. at left, and Bill Wells sit on
the stage at Monday night's Murray Main Street membe
rship banquet and mayoral candidate roast. Both candid
ates were gently mocked by Pete Lancaster and
Lance Allison.

•Hazel Fire Department..
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From Front
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
leaders for help in finding vol:
unteers and, as a last resort, disbar.ding the department and
turning firefighting responsibilities over to CCFR.
-This committee can meet and
consider what they are going to
Vasseur said.
The committee will be headed
by HVFD Chief Ken Craig.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum, who attended the
council meeting, also requested

to be a part of the committee
and was instated. Marcum said
he would like to assist in the
effort.
In a related move, the council
tentatively chose Thursday,
Dec. 2, or Thursday. Dec. 9, to
host an appreciation dinner for
firefighters. A final decision will
be made at a later date.
In other actions, the council
approved a $67,7% bid from
Murray Paving Co. for the
paving of about 1.2 miles of
street on the east side of the city.
Vasseur and Councilman Joe
Thompson told the council that
thoroughfares on the east side of
the city were more in need of
repair and set priorities accordingly. Since Murray Paving is a
state-approved contractor, the
city is eligible for an extra
$5.856 in funding to pay' for the
project which is expected to

•
take place over a two-day period Gilbert streets.
in
mid-November.
About
Also. Vasseur told the council
$18,000 to $19,000 will remain that the
"Hazel Man's Club," a
in the city's road fund following group
of adjunct volunteers that
cotnpletion of the project. The
help take care e,f various tasks
funds will he used for other
around the city including
repairs. A second bid for
Vasseur, Thompson and busi$82.148 from Purchase Area
ness owner Gerald Ray, will
Paving was rejected and a third
expectcd bid was not received. soon begin putting up Christmas
The area to be paved includes lights in the city. Councilwoman
First Street in the area of the Lori Charlton also pointed out
Hazel Community Center and that suggestions about what to
do with a small parcel of land
Barnett Street down to Hazel.
In other business, the council adjoining U.S. 641 in the downheard a report from mayoral town area continue to be
candidate Richard Bennett that received. Anyone with suggeshomeowners the city has been tions about what to do with the
working with to improve their property is encouraged to conproperty has been sold to anoth- tact the council. The lasted suger owner. The city will now gestion includes a small monuwork with the new owner to ment commemorating Hazel
deterrnine what can be done "doughboy" volunteers
that
about the unkempt property at were recruited in the
city for
the intersection of Fifth and . duty Pt World War
I.

SOCIAL STUDIES: Pictur(
White, Sam Mitchell and K.
State University. The MSU
on social studies skills.

Maness named

Blake Manes,,
recently named the
Rotary Club Student
of the Month at
Calloway
County
High School.
Maness is the son
of John and Renee
Maness of Murray. He
has maintained a 4.0
GPA throughout high
school. He has been recog
outstanding achievement in
Science. Health, Social
Chemistry, Biology and
Maness is also MCAS Cert
has been recognized by Wi
Among High School Student
member of FBLA and Pi
Maness also plays soccer an
ball for CCHS.
Throughout his soccer cari

II Merryman House...
From Front
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New Paiients
Gupton & Susan. H-effley
Dr. Gupton is a graduate of the Murray State University arid
.the Novo Southeastern University College of Osteopathic •
Medicine. She completed her residency in family Medicine at.
-the University of Louisville.
•
'Dr. Heffley is a graduate of the University of Evonsville.and the
University of Louisville School of Medicine. She completed her
residency in-family ond Geriatric Medicine at the University of
Louisville.
'Appointments with both Dr. Gupton.& Dr. Heifiey con be '•
made by coiling 270-759-9200
1000 South 12th Street, Murray I 270.759.9200
www.primarytaremedicalcenter.torn
Mon - Fri: flan- 8pm Sat: 8am - 6prn
Sun 1 - 6pm

housing is a major obstacle that
causes many to move back in
with their abuser. She said the
new complex. which will contain eight townhouse apartments, will make safe and
affordable housing a reality to
domestic violence survivors living in Calloway County and that
they would not need to put their
lives and their children's lives at
risk.
In addition to the eight units in
Murray, another 12 are being
built on the Merryman House
campus in Paducah, making for
a total of 20 in both locations.
Kentucky Housing Corporation
made the $4.2 million project in
Murray and Paducah possible
with tax credits, federai grants Calloway County United Way Executive Director Peggy
and a low-interest loan from the Billington, standing. speaks to Merryman House founde
r
Affordable Housing Trust Fund, Merryman Kemp, at nght, and former Merryman board
memaccording to a press release ber Leah Cooper Boggs. Merryman HOuse is
one of the local
from the Kentucky Dornestic agencies that rec.eives funding from United
Way.
Violence Association. The
Housing Partnership Inc., a non- Development Accoun
ts.
for the night. He said thanks to
profit developer of affordable
Officials
with
KDVA, legislation and groups like
housing. is developing the hous- Kentucky Housing Corpora
tion Merryman House, society had
ing with KDVA, which is an and Housing Partnership.
Inc. come a long way since then.
association of the state's 15 spoke to the attendees as
well.
The founder of Merryman
domestic violence programs. Calloway
County
Judge- House, Merryman Kemp, was
The incomes of residents most Executive Larry Elkins said
that seated on the front row during
be at or below 60 percent of area when he started his career in
law the ceremony. Afterward, she
median income, will participate enforcement in 1972, police
said she was proud of the
in the Merryman House's officers had little to no options
progress the organization hail
Economic Success Program. when dealing with complai
nts of made in the services it is able to
which includes financial educa- domestic violence and had
to provide since it was established
tion and counseling, free tax- hope that a relative or friend of
in 1978 and that she appreciated
preparation services and the the victim could be reached and
the support it had received in
opportunity to open Individual would agree to take the victim
in Murray and Paducah.

FIRE SAFETY: Clint Johns(
kindergarten class at Sout
fire safety rules with the
Month.
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HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
To report a news item. or to
suggest a story IdeS. call
the Ledger Times
News Pepartment today' •

753-1916. ext. 26

LEDG
ER X TIMES
_

NOTICE
assisting the voters of
• The Murray-Calloway Calloway
county with their
County Parks board, of direc- Election Day
needs. Citizens
tors are scheduled to meet in with
automobile-related
special session at 6 p.m. on transactions
are asked to
Thursday, Nov. 4 in the con- please wait
until Wednesday,
ference room of the Murray Nov. 3
Electric System office on
Election polling will take
North Fourth Street. On the place from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
agenda for the meeting is a throughout
the
county
review and approval of Persons with
questions can
rnonthly bills and a non-pub- contact the
Clerk's Office at
lic executive session to dis- (270) 753-39
23 during those
cuss a personnel matter.
hours.
• Due to the high volume of
election-related activities, the
• To report a Town Crier
Calloway county Clerk's item,
e-mail: editor murOffice will attempt to limit its rayledgercom
services to tuesday, No. 2, to

CANDIDATE FORUM: Jei
Ward's Political Science
School. introduces Hazel
Richardson during a candi
class sponsored the forum
candidates in today s electi
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Photo provided
SOCIAL STUDIES: Pictured. Murray Elementary School
students Blake Newsome, Jeromey
White. Sam Mitchell and Katelyn Hodges look at a Kentuck
y map with a student from Murray
State University. The MSU students recently wcrked with
MES students at the P3 and P4 level
on social studies skills.

Maness named Rotary student of the month
Blake Maness was
recently named the
Rotary Club Student
of the Month at
Calloway
County
High School.
Maness is the son
of John and Renee
Maness of Murray. He
has maintained a 4.0
Maness
GPA throughout high
school. He has been recognized for
outstanding achievement in Algebra,
Science, Health, Social Studies.
Chemistry, Biology and Business.
Maness is also MCAS Certified and
has been recognized by Who's Who
Among High School Students. He is a
member of FBLA and Pep Club.
Maness also plays soccer and basketball for CCHS.
Throughout his soccer career he has

been awarded Best Offensive Player.
Coaches Award. Academic Award, and
was also chosen for the All District
teatn for 3 years. He was also chosen
for All Region selection in 2010.
Maness' most memorable moment in
his soccer career was when he broke
the All Time Career Goals record for
CCHS as well as Most Points in a
Career. In addition, Maness has served
as captain of the soccer team for 2
years. When he graduates, Maness
plans to continue to play soccer at
Bethel University where he will study
Computer Science and Physics.
Maness also is employed part firm.: at
Sirloin Stockade in Murray.

Photo

prevrdecl
FIELD TRIP: A worker at LBL's Home place talks to P4
students from Murray Elementary
School during a recent field trip. The trip was to show the
children about Appalachian culture
and history. The children toured the farm, talked with several
workers, saw lots of animals and
crops and listened to string music.

CCHS students hold mock election
Special to the Ledger
On Thursday OLlober 28. 2010. the
Calloway County High School
Political Science class held a mock
election for the local, state. and
national seats gennane to Calloway
County residents. This exercise was an
extension of the Hazel Political Forum
for City Council and Mayoral candidates earlier in the month.
The students invited candidates to
address the class on personal qualifications. positions on issues. and general Q and A on concerns. The candidates who came to class were Mike
Conley - Property Valuation, Corey
McBee - KY House, Larry. ElkinsCalloway Judge Executive, Ray
Coursey - County Court Clerk. F'hil
Haile - Jailor, and Melvin Henley KY House. Many of the County,Dosibons were incumbents running =op-

posed.
The students at CCHS were able to
vote ill a designated area 50 feet from
the candidates' signs and posters. The
times available for voting were 7:30-8
a m. anti both lunch periods trying to
replicate the need for the stndent to
vote on their own time. The student
population is 980 and 170 voted or
17.34 percent.
The results were: KY US Senate.
Rand Paul. 80. Jack Conway, 84; KY
US House. Ed Whitfield, 1(X), Charles
Hatchett, 59; KY House 5th, Corey
McBee, 68, Melvin Henley. 93; Co
PVA. Michael Conley. 85, Ronnie
Jackson, 70; Coroner, Rick Harris, 54,
Janus Vilardo. 52, Ricky Stewart, 50:
Calloway County Magistrates, District
1, lames Herndon,88. Eddie Hale. 71;
District 2, Randy Lee. 106: District4,
Don Cherry, 83, Connie Morgan, 82:

District 4, Vernon Anderson 47.
Bobby Stubblefield, 68, Sam White.
26: District Judge, Randall Hutchens.
79. Jeanne Carroll, 54.
In the Hazei races which the students spent much of their time on, the
results were: Mayor, Kerry Vasseur.
26, Richard Bennett. 48. Crystal
Green. 34; City.. Council, Richard
Richardson. 45, Megan Vaughn. 45,
Lon Charleton, 40 (runoff), Michelle
Sharp, 49, Reginald Kendall, 41.
Shelia White, 41, John Paschall, 40
(runoff).
For the faculty, winning the vote
were Jack Conway. Ed Whitfield.
Rick Harris, Eddie Hale, Connie
Morgare, 4obby Stubblefield and
leannerlYrb11. The voting percentage
was hialk11(,38.!4 perzent

CAA/M/f sicker mvestrfarrog

f5Y LEIGH ANNE FLORENCE

Photo provided

FIRE SAFETY: Clint Johnson recently visited his son. Trace's
kindergarten class at Southwest Elementary. He discussed
fire safety rules with the students in honor of Fire Safety
Month.

RYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
CANDIDATE FORUM: Jeremy Pruitt. a student in Marshall
Ward's Political Science Class at Calloway County High
School. introduces Hazel City Council candidate Richard
Richardson during a candidate forum Monday, Oct. 18. The
class sponsored the forum for Hazel City Council and Mayoral
candidates in today's election

ILLUSTRATIONS 13Y PAUL 5RETT JOHNSON
CHAPTER 8
"I've never beer: to Las Vegas.
"Nice talking with you. folks." Is it busy?" I asked as we drove
the engineer said to our parents.
down Highway 93.
"Excuse me. sir." I barked.
"There's plenty to do. but I sus"Yes?" the engineer answered.
pect you won't be participating.
"My sister and I found a small Las Vegas is known for card
hole." I explained as Chloe point- games." Eddie answered.
ed to the hole. "We plugged it for
"Card games? Chloe and I love
you."
card games! Chloe's a champ at
The engineer looked amused as Go Fish!" I said, hoping we could
he ran his finger over the plugged play in Vegas
up hole Then he looked startled.
"We'll just be attending the cir"Is this chewing guni?" he asked. cus." Mom said as Dad and Eddie
"No sir. les putty. from our
Sherlock Bones Detective Kit."
We couldn't believe our eyes
The engineer pulled the putty when we saw a huge. colorful ciraway and immediately water cus tent. We bid farewell to
began trickling from the hole. Eddie. gathered our things. and
"Come quick," the engineer handed our tickets to the lady at
yelled to the other workers. The the counter. Since we hadn't
workers stopped what they. were reserved a hotel room for the
doing and joined us. 'These two night, we had to carry. our belonglittle wiener dogs found our prob- ings into the circus. I walked in
lem." the engineer explained. the tent carrying both oars.
Chloe pointed to the hole as he
"Fantastic! We didn't thInk
spoke. "The leak is coming froin you'd ever get here!" a man
this hole. These pups used putty dressed in a suit with a tall top hat
to temporarily repair the leak. said as we entered the tent.
Now we can permanently repair "When our regular juggler broke
it." Everyone cheered. -Tell me his arm we were worried we
your names again." the engineer couldn't find a replaceinent
said.
We've never seen anyone juggle
"I'm Detective Woo, uh, oars before! Awesome! I'm
Dogwood. and this is my assis- Richie the Ringmaster. Shot.
tant, Chloe." I replied.
starts in five minutes. Let's hus"I'm Eddie. the project fore- tle!'"
man. I want to reward your famiBefore we could explain we movement. torce, and gravity
earth. You are about to witness
ly. I have four tickets to the circus were here to see the show and I Keep
the objects mot.ing at the two hours ot excitement. adventonight in Las Vegas - and I want just happened to have oars.
same speed Pay attention to ture, danger, and even a little
you to have them. Since thou- Richie whisked me away. As we force.
Don't throw one too high tomfoolery! Feast your eyes on
sands of celebrities are in town ran backstage. I tned to tell him and
the next object low or your our first pet-tomer - Woody. The
for the Silver Ball Awards, the that I was not the juggling act. hut rhythm
will be disrupted. Juggling Wonder Dog!
circus is hosting Celebrity Night
he was too busy to listen. "By. the Remember thc simple rule ot
The curtain opened and I found
You'll be rubbing elbows with the way. what's your name'''.
gra% -- what goes up must come myselt standing in front ot thourich and famous!"
"Irm Woody but I'm not the..." down Most importantly. concen- sands of
people who were waiting
"Wow - thanks!" we all
"Woody, got it!" he said as he trate Make sure you know where tor me
to perfomi. Borrowing my
responded.
ran onstage leasing me behind the all the objects are :it all times and favonte
phrase froin Seooby, I
Eddie retneved the tickets from curtain. I stood backstage v. ith don't distracted
be
by things hap- uttered Rut ROW, took a deep
his wallet. "Since Vegas is only my oars and harmonica and shook [wiling
around
you.
You
has,: breath. and..
30 tniles away and since you like a leaf.
your oars and harmonica. and
don't have transportation, I•11
"What's the matter. little fella?" there ss
be a bos of props
Thanks
Kentuck%
drive you into the city." Edthe one of the clowns asked.
onstage. Be yoursell and people LtilititVLG&E. Kentucky Pres
offered. We thanked him and
"The ringmaster thinks I'm the w ill love you!" As I thought about ,-I.V.S0t tartan
and Ihe KY Secretars.
accepted. We also thanked Grady. juggling act but it's a nnstake. what
the clown said. I heard the d,j- State tnr helping to make thi,
for the rafting tnp and gave him a I've never juggled. What should I ringmaste
r speak to the crowd.
Auttertide literacy praject possihug goodbye. We gathered our do?" I asked, hoping the clown
Ladies and Gentlemen. children ble. Go to wv..w.kypress.com to
luegage and our oars and got in could help.
ot all ages. and celebrity guests! hear each chapter and try the
Eddie's truck to dnve to Vegas.
"Juggling is all about halance. Welcome to the greatest slum on chapter activities.

sponsored by
KENTUCKY PRESS
ASSOCIATION
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GOP, Dem gridlock will
likely threaten economy

Murray Ledger &
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Obituaries
Doris Marie Garland
lkiris Marie Garland. X I. of Murray. died Monday. Nov 1. 2010.
at 2: I 5 p m
Spring Creek Health Care
Arraneemeuts ale ins omplete at the ti Churchill
tin•.r.11
Home

Donald Williams

Donald Williams, XI. of Murray. died Sunday.
Xi. 31. 2010. at 1:15 a.m. at his residence.
sslinsciT0N IAP) - fits to the 6.1 million
long-term
Born May; 23. 1929, in Hamilton, Ohio. he was
Political gndlock is supposed to unemployed. at least without
a member of the Eastwood Baptist Church and was
he good tor business. It bicker- cutting the budget
elsewhere.
retired from the United States Air Force after serving lawmakers can't agree on
Federal Reserve Chairman
ing in W.W.II. the Korean and the Vietnam wars.
Eugene
anything. the thinking goes, they. Ben Bernanke has said
Russell
Jones
lawmakWilliams was preceded in death by his parents,
Eugene Russell Jones. 86. el Benton. died Monday. Nov. I.
can't pass laws and regulations ers need to do more
2010.
to jumpCharles and Goldie Flynn Williarns.
that make the economy,. worse.
start the economy. Otherwise. A 2:20 a.m. at the Hickory Woods Retirement Center in Murray:.
He is survived by two daughters, Debra Herring
So will the midterm elec- more pressure will
The son of the late Mars Jones and the late
fall on the
and husband. Dave of Murray, and Linda Cochran
tions. which are expected to Fed to find a way
Janice
(Linn)
Jones.
he
was
a
retired
truck driver.
to help,
willjams
and husband. Greg of Anderson, Inds: son. Jerry
leave Congress at least partially. Gardner writes. But the
In addition to his parents. Jones was preceded in
Fed has
Williams and wife. Brenda of Murray: three sisters:
controlled by Republicans and already pushed short-ter
death
by: his wife. Betty Jo (Stout) Jones. two sism intertwo brothers: 10 grandchildren; and seven greatsquaring
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If times were good. gridlock passed last summer.
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wouldn't matter so much. A
Health care companies. Royce Robin Bruce
Roy.ce Robin Bruce. 57, of Mayfield. died Monday. Nov. I. 2010. 10 grandchildren, Crystal Manus and husband, Marc, Josh
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C'ongress and insurers and banks would welMcWherter and wife, Tosha. Jordan McWherter and Paula Stom. all
Democratic White liouse butted come relief fmm regulation. But at 3:21 a.m. at his residence.
A member of Pryorsburg Baptist Church. he was a retired of Murray, Jeremy Stom and wife, Nikki of Kirksey. Jill Madding
heads in the mid- and late '90s. Republicans probably won•t
alter all. and their sparring did have enough votes to overcome employee of Continental General Tire & Rubber Co. and was a and husband. Dale of Mayfield. Jamie Stom and wife, Katie of
Benton. Shawn Stom of Greenville. S.C., Travis Stom of Smithland.
member of Woodman of the World.
nothing to derail a strong econo- a presidential veto.
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my.
And tinkering with existing
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Madding. Conner Storm Kaelyn McWherter and Zachary Manus.
half after the official end of the uncertainty.
for employers Jenny Copeland and husband. Eric of Wingo, Sarah \Watts and husFuneral servaces will be held Wednesday, Nov. 3, 2010. at 1 p.m.
Great Recession. the economy already reluctant to hire workers band. Kyle of Louisville, Chasity Yokley and husband. Buddy of
still isn't growing fast enough to or buy new equipment because Wingo. Cassy Coker and husband. David of Murray. Jennifer at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bro. Greg Wells officiating_
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
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the funeral home.
"Very: lea. believe the govit seems impossible to me Mayfield, Greg Bruce of Vandalia. Ill., and Bo Bruce and wife.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralernment should sit on its hands." there won't be more uncertainty Jenny of Madisonville; sister, Gwen Villines and husband. Chris of
home.com. Arrangements are handled by. the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Yale University political scien- after the election,- says Yale's Providence; and nine grandchildren.
Home.
tist Jacob Hacker says. "But Hacker, co-author of "WinnerGraveside services will be held Wednesday.. Nov. 3, 2010. at I I
This is a paid obitmrv.
a.m. at Chapel Hill Cemetery with the Rev. C.W. Jackson officiatright now we're facing a period Take-All Politics."
of drifts.
'
William Galston, senior fel- ing. Pallbearers will be David Coker, Eric Copeland. Kyle Watts.
In its Pledge to America, the lovv. at the Brookings Institution Kevin Brown, Jackie Williams and Buddy Yokley.
The number of tunes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
GOP has vowed to oppose addi- and a domestic policy adviser in
Visitation will be tcxtay. Tuesday. Nov. 2. 2010. from 5-8 p.m. at
tional spending to stimulate the the Clinton administration. says Byrn Funeral Home. Arrangements are handled by Byrn Funeral preceding obituaries exceeds the marimum set by the Ledger a
Times ',oiler. A fee bus been paidfor additional publishing or
economy. President Barack compromises in the
space
next Home.
Obama's plan to spend $50 bil- Congress
are
possible.
lion on roads. railways and air- Lawmakers in both parties Bruce Owen Burkeen
ports. for instance, is probably might support a grand tax barFuneral services for Bruce Owen Burkeen. 61. of Gilhertsville.
dead. The new Congress may gain that would trade lower cor- were held today. Tuesday, Nov. 2. 2010, at
11 a.m. at the Unity
resist continuing to extend bene- porate rates for fewer loopholes.
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Hardin with the
Revs. Jeremy Short and Brian Hayes officiating.
r'
Interment followed in Unity Cemetery. Hardin.
Burkeen died Friday. Oct. 29. 2010. al 8:41 p.m. at
'TAUSTIN. Texas IAP) - Republicans in 2002 take
the Marshall County Hospital E.R. in Benton.
Former House Majority Leader (no! of the Texas House.
A member of Unity Cuinherland Presbyterian Toni DeLay. accused of illegally majority
allowed Republic
Church. he was a veteran of the U.S. Army. where he served as a ser- funneling corporate
money into push through a congresst
geant during Vietnam. He was retired from Air Products where he Texas legislativ
e races eight redistricting plan engineered
worked for 30 years and was also a Kentucky Colonel and an ama- years ago, is expected
to spend DeLay that sen? more Tex
teur Radio Operatoi.
this Election Day in court.
of Murray
Republicans to Congress
Burkeen was preceded in death by. his father. Charles ()wen
Testimony was expected to 2004 and strengthened DeLay's
Burkeen: and two great-grandchildren. He is survived by his wife. resume Tuesday
with George political stature. prosecutors
Lana aichnor) Burkeen of Gilbertsville: mother. Frances Arvella Ceverha. the
ex-treasurer of said.
PUBLISHED WEEKLY Sc
(Groves) Burkeen of Fairdealing: two sons. Brad Burkeen and wife, DeLay's Texas-bas
ed political
Two individuals who work as
,1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
Faith of Benton, and Dusty Burkeen and wife. Karen of Murray: action committee
. returning to political watchdogs testified
!VIURRAY, KY 421171
step-daughters. Lori Gray and husband. Jell of Owensboro. Karen the stand
to face questions from Monthly that they filed comFarrington and husband, Dan. and Samantha Dunn. both of Fon defense attorneys.
Fall Is Here
plaints with the Travis County
Rucker. Ala.; 16 grandchildren: and nine great-grandchildren.
Ceverha testified Monday on District Attorney's Office seekWe've had beautiful outdoor weather this October. Our resiExpressions of sy.mpathy may be made to the Marshall County the internal
workings of ing an investigation into
dents have enjoyed vvalking out amongst the leaves.
Hospital Auxiliary. 615 Old Symsonia Hwy. Benton. KY 42025. DeLay's PAC.
DeLay's PAC for allegedly.
We held an old fashioned tea party on the 20th to wish resident
Arrangements were handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
DeLay is charged with using corporate money for politSally Grishman well on her return home to family and friends.
money laundering and conspira- ical candidates.
You will be missed Sally! Our Halloween Party was fantastic! All
cy to commit money laundering.
DeLay was once one of the
residents and staff were in masks and costumes for the day. Even
He has denied any wrongdoing. most polarizing but powerful
our musical group, Darnells, were in full swing! Great fun was
convicted. Delay could face Republicans in Congress. earnhad by all. We're now looking forward to celebrating Veterans
101(1 Whittle!! Ave.
up to life in prison.
ing the nickname "the Hammer"
!Hurray, KI 42071-1040
Nov. 11.
Prosecutors allege DeLay for his heavy-handed style.
Phone (2701733-101a
It will soon be time for Thanksgiving and turkey'
and two associates - Jim Ellis
Fax (27017.33-1927
Everyone have a great Thanksgiving.
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An angel alert has been issued for a washing
machine for a family of six. For more information. contact Jan Wilson at 762-7410.

Board of Health to meet
The Callovay County Board of Health wall conduct a
special
called lloardmeeting on Nov. 4, at noon in the Calloway
County
Health Cenor Topics include approving minutes and audit
report;
and report (le fiscal court meeting, state transition team meeting
and
dispositionef 705 Olive St. property. Meeting is open to the
public.
For more 'formation, call (2701444-9625.

Garden Department will meet
The Gaflen Department (il the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursda)i Nov. 4. at 1 p.m. at The Red Barn for a workshop on
holiday deo0r. Hostesses are Martha Joiner and Susan O'Neill. They
wiI I colfct paperback books, puzzles and tube socks for veterans.

Photo provided

CREATIVE ARTS MEETING: Murray Woman's Club
President, Bobbie Weatherly, gave a State of the Club update
at the October meeting of the Creative Arts Departme
nt.
Pictured are hostesses of the nieeting, Diane Taylor,
Jane
Blankenship and Joetta Kelly. The next meeting will
be Nov.
22, at 9:30 a.m. in the club house, 704 Vine Street. Terry Little
will present a program on digital photography. All members
are urged to bring their cameras to the meeting.

Lowl author to speak at library
Lindi Swift, local author, will speak on "E-book Publishing: Fact
and Fipion" on Thursday. Nov. 4, at I p.m. at the Calloway County
Public(Library. She will return for a book signing on Nov. 11 at the
Murrty State University Bookstore.

Kentucky Retirees to meet
Tle Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thufsday. Nov. 4, at 10 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive in
Ptah for a combined luncheon and meeting. All from the
Ker ucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle. Fulton.
Hictman, Graves, Marshall and McCr4ken) and the Kentucky
Sta Police Retirement System are enc(raged to attend. For more
information. call 898-7289 or 527-9531;

4-14 Council will meet
The 4-H Council will meet Thursdiy. Nov. 4, at 5:30 p.m. to discuss a grant for Water, Robotics andHealth Rocks, and opportunities for the youth. They will also reuew the constitution and assemble a revision committee.

Overeaters'Anonynous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-aep recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thoday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. BoadwaY, Mayfield. For information,
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jin at 623-8850.

Narcotics group fill meet
Narcotics Anonymous wiErneet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Chunpe. For information, call 753-8419 or 1
(877)447-2(104.

Need Line releases
ideas for food drive
Special to the Ledger
ding. mixed vegetables, cereal
Lambda Chi Alpha will conbars. rice. pancake mix.. pancake
clude their community-wide
syrup. tomatoes. tomato juice,
food drive on Saturday, Nov. 6.
cooking oil, canned pasta, cake
All items will be donated to
mixes. frosting, carrots, . dish
Need Line.
detergent, toothpaste, bar soap.
Need Line releases the followbath tissue. shampoo and diaing list of items that will help
pers.
prepare the Pantry for the winter
Items in grocery bags that
months: soup, tuna, canned
have been placed on doorsteps
fruit. sweet peas, com, green
will be picked up between 7
beans, spinach, salmon, pinto
a.m. and noon. Those who wish
beans, Jiffy Corn Meal mix,
to deliver items may do so at
spaghetti sauce. spaghetti, macNew Life Christian Bookstore.
aroni and cheese. noodles, beef
the Lambda Chi Alpha House.
stew', chili, Spam. cereal. instant
1505 Main Street. and both
potatoes, oatmeal. asparagus.
Murray' Bank locations by.
sweet potatoes, pop-tarts, pudFriday. Nov.. 5.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Rehds Sensibly I Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.min the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more infitnation. call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

A new First Plao for Health Weight Loss Bible Study', "Daily
Victory. Daily Jq will begin on Nov. 9, at 6 p.m. at Kirksey
United Methodist!hurch. All are invited to attend. For more information, contact Katana Darnell at (270) 489-21 16 or
KatanaKats Ca) yaiao.com.

Lions Clib to hold candies sale

‘/1

Legic officers giving help

for Coroner

50% OFF
*Fall Wreaths & Florals
*Fall Decor & Pumpkins
*Fall Flags & Garden Art
*Large Monogram Flags

Find it difficult to cook, clean
or do lawn work?

1-FALL SAVINGS FRIDAY
15%* OFF STOREWIDE

Worry about taking medications
correctly?

ALL DAY FRIDAY

Ron Hfibard and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion st #73 will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
assist v rans of Calloway- County' with the completion of forms
and th ling of claims with the Veterans Administration at the
Legio ost al 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary and
vetera are served on a first come. first served basis. For information,( I Kennedy' at 752-3333.

185 j

Do You or Someone
You Love....
Need to recuperate after a
hospitalization or surgery?

(Cash & Carry Only)
'ire/44g Ceeaiiiied

Worry about getting to doctor's
appointments (in or out of town)?

fttlerts'

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5

61.52 to

11

Special to the Ledger
classes in the WKCTC' advising
Students can now enroll for center located in the Anderson
the spring semester at West Building. room 106. Advisors
Kentucky Community and are available to help with the
Technical College(WKCIT)in registration process and offer
Paducah. Classes begin Jan. la assistance in creating an aca201 I.
demic plan that can help stuWKCTC offers more than dents reach their academic
2(X) associate degree, diploma goals. Advising center hours are
and certificate options with mul- Monday through Thursday, 8
tiple career pathways. Students a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday, 8
can take day, evening or week- a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
end classes as well as online
Students are encouraged to
courses.
make an appointment to avoid
A new Associate in Applied waiting during registration.
Science degree in marine tech- Appointments are available by
nology will he offered in the calling the advising center at
spring. The purpose of the (270)534-3408.
marine technology program is to
Students can also .submit an
prepare individuals for entry online application at westkeninto the field of towboat wheel- tucky.kctcs.edu/admissions/for
house management, marine ms.aspx. No fee required.
engineering. and marine logis- Students submitting an online
tics and operations, and to application must still register for
advance the skills of personnel classes.
currently'. working in the inland
For more information about
marine industry.
WKCTC
visit
Students can register for westkentucky.kctcs.edu .

STEWAR
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY Ai&
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852 *If
www.rollingh.com

Voluntters needed at Need Line

shortly' after the publication ot
her first cookbook. "Favorite
Recipes
of
Kentucky.
Celebrities" and has been working on it in her free time. Her
goal is to use this cookbook as a
fundraiser for non-profit and
charitable organizations. -Fifty
percent of any copies that are
sold will be given to charities
and non-profit organizations
that wish to use it as a fundraiser. The other 50 percent is to
cover my cost. I feel God has
blessed me and this is why I can
give back to the community."
she said.
Immanuel Lutheran Church
is located at I(X) S. 15th Street.
Murray. Cookbcoks vvill
available for $20. For more
information. call 753-6712.

WKCTC spring semester
enrollment begins

& Gifts

The Murray lions Club is holding its fifth annual California
"See's" Candes Sale. Available are truffles, toffee-ettes. peanut
brittle, chocofes and more. Order from any Lions Club member or
call 753-3081tintil Nov. 5. Pick-up is first week in Dec.

Need Lire needs volunteers to help with the distribution and
assemblim of the Christmas Food Boxes. If interested, call 7536333.

Special to the Ledger
Immanuel Lutheran Church
v. ill hold its annual Christmas
Bataar on Saturday, Nov. 6,
from 8 a.m. to I p.m.
Featured will he the cookbook, "Country Goodness:
Recipes
of
Tennessee
Celebrities"
by
Pamela
Whinnery. This c(x)kbook has
more than 300 recipes from
local and national personalities.
including Elvis Presley, Bill
Monroe. Dolly Parton and The
Chattanooga Choo Choo. Also
included are contributions from
artists, writers, athletes, sportsmen. actors, musicians and
more. Brief notes on the contributor accompany each recipe.
Whinnery started this project

---* RICKY *--1

Weight lossBible study will begin

-

Christmas Clothing
Is Here!

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• What the statesman is most anxious
to produce is a certain moral character
in his fellow citizens
namely a disposition
to virtue and the performance of virtuous
actions.

e-mail: communitynews@murrayledger.com

Immanuel Lutheran
annual bazaar to
feature cookbook

After today's election, recycle election yard
signs and metal frames by bringing them to
the south side of the Calloway County Jail
and placing them on the asphalt on the left
side of the trash dumpster, according to Phil
Hazle, Calloway County Jailer.
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Girls:
Preemie-6X

Ifso, then Hickory Woods Senior
Living Community is the answer!
Furnished apartments are avaiiabie on a
long term basis.
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U.S. Senate candidates
make final push for votes
By ROGER ALFORD
and BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
OVISVII.I.E.Ky tAPI
Former President Bill
(•1 inton
exhorted
Kentuckians Monday night to
"choose right versus wrong- by
picking fellow Democrat Jack
Conway in his bitter-to-the-end
t '.S. Senate race against
Republican Rand Paul.
Meanwhile. PaUl played up
the change springing forth from
the tea party movement as he
told supporters at (ine stop.
"Something big is going (in.Clinton told about 2.000 people gathered on election eve in
Louis\ ille th.nt Conway has
offered the right course for the
:ountry
"'You're not going to get a
chance very often to send someone this young. this vigorous.
thi s
i udepe'Merit
...
to
Washington.- Clinton said (if
the 41 -year-old attorney general
during his stop at the University
.it Louts% ille.
"This is not about left and
tight.' (!mum said. it's dtKttlt
right and v.rong and tomorrow
t crsils yesterday. Choose right
• ersus wrong. Choose tomorrow
‘erstis yesterday.Clinton said that Conway is

L

the candidate offering a plan to
create jobs and reduce the budget deficit. He said Republicans
are interested in cutting taxes kw
the wealthy. which he said
would increase thc deficit
Paul. a Bowling Green eye
doctor, has made balancing the
budget a cential part of his campaign.
Clinton condemned the influx
of millions in anonymous, special-interest money spent in
Kenttu:ky to bas't Conw-ay with
ads "distorting what will really
happen if you send him" to the
Senate.
"Folks. don't be played.Clintoil told the cheering crowd
in Conway's hometown. The
appearance was Clinton's second with Conway on a month.
Conway sounded the same
theme. claiming that out-of-state
money was spent to mischaracterize him
"If they were proud of what
they were saying. they would
have told you who they were in
the first place.- said Conway.
who himself has been criticized
for running ads attacking Paul
for alleged actions in college.
Paul. a tea party favorite.
urged atxuff 40 supporters at an
airport in Worthington to
encourage friends and neighbors

Ken

New

Voting under r
Lot_ is% iu.L.

to get out and vote.
The Republican said the t.
party movement has energized
his campaign and predicted a
S, idol) not just for himself. but
for
(ither
conservative
Republicans across the country.

where voters will
watched races in t
Democrat Jack(
ceed Republican
terms.
All six congressl
along with 10 stab
offices in Louisvil

"Ins going (on all itcr(iss
Kentucky. and ins going on all
over .Americit.- Pau! said.

Spokesman Les
moderate voter c
f.cntuckians are rt:
The weather (.utl

Paul. didn't mention Conway.
jesting at one porn! that he had
forgotten his opponenes name
Conway. and Paul crisscrossed
Kentucky. on Monday in their
final push kw votes ahead of
Tuesday's election.
By the end of the day. Conway
and Paul had made airport stops
in every region of the state.
The two are running for the
scat of retiring Republican Sen.
Jim Bunning. who chose not to
seek a third term.
Although Republicans are
expected to fare well Tuesday.
Conway claimed his race "is
getting tighter by the minute

Unbeaten ma
10' is‘11.1.1..i•
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huto 'The

Patr.ck Reddy

LAST-MINUTE KENTUCKY SENATE CAMPAIGNING: (Above
) Rand Paul. left\Republican
candidate for the U.S. Senate seat held by retinng Sen.
Jim Bunning right, siales as he
receives encouragement from Bunning during a campai
gn stop at Cincinnqi/Northem
Kentucky International Airport in Boone County Monday
, Nov. 1. (Below)k, Kentucky
Democratic candidate for U.S. Senate Jack Conway. right.
shakes hands with Kerkicky Gov.
Steve Beshear during a campargn stop in Bowling Green.
Monday, Nov. 1.
Photo7he Daily News. 4ter Wilson
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"This thing can he won.Conway said in Lexington.
"We're going to win it. but I
need your help.-

Fire in northei

III Lions Club...
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From Front
portion of the school is ()pen for
anyone to come watch.
-The public is invited to the
( aleteria to watch the auction
and walk their bids over ... It's a
great event and a good time.Pittman said.
Television students at MIIS
are producing the event as part
of it class project. Pittman said.
and the Lions Club is grateful

VISION CENTFR

i208 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1429
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r

Murray & Hazel
Lions Clubs

for their help.
"I think it's a win-win situation all the ss ay around.- said
Sherry Purdorn, MHS broadcast
journalism advisor.
From manning the cameras to
answertne phones. the students
are involved in many aspects of
the auction.
Purdom's class is currently
fundraising for a trip to the
Student 'Television Network

LOS V.IGELES IAP) Charlie 14cen has filed for
divorce filln his third wife.
Brooke NfIcIler Sheen, days
after he v• briefly hospitalized in New ork City.
Court r ords in Los
Angeles sho the "Two and a
Half Men- sta iled for divorce
Monday.. citi irreconcilable
differences. Sh n and his wife
were married in ay 2008, and
they have twin ins together.
Sheen is seeking int custody.
Sheen plead
guilty in
Aspen, Colo.. in
ust to misdemeanor third-d e assault
after a Christmas y altercation with Brooke heen. He
listed the couple's eparation
date as the date of t tight.
Last week, Sheet .as hospitalized after seeu
at the
Plaza Hotel reported c actor
was disorderly. His ublicist
claimed he had an adv
reaction to medication. e was
released the same day.
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Phone: 761-6000 .

ISTNi conference in March
2011. The Lions Club is giving
the class funds to help go to the
•:onferenix as well as allowing
tern to auction off an item of
feir own each night.
he auction runs through
rsday. Nov. 4 from 6-9 p.m.
011 channel
13 on Murray.
Ele ric and NewWave and
chin I 298 on Mediacom. To
wers can call 761-6000.

Charlo Sheen files for
divorct in Los Angeles

TV Auction

6:00 p.m.to 9:00 p.m.
Each Night
* * * * *
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On Election Day, Democratic Party control appears in peril

Kentucky

Nevvs in Brief
Votkag under way as Kentuckians head to the polls
hentie.k,.
1%,..,:ott
1%,11iie,..
Louis\ 1111.. Is%
I 1•

where voters will choose a U.S. Senator in one of thr mostwatched races in the country.
Democrat Jack Conway and Republican Rand Paul seek to succeed Republican S. Sen. Jim Bunning. who is retiring after two
terms.
All six eongressional seats will he filled in voting 'Tuesday.
along with 10 state senate scats. 100 state house seats, mayor's
offices in Louis% dle and Lexington and scores of other local
glees.
Spokesman Les Fugate in the secretary of state's office predicts
.1 moderate voter turnout statewide. Nearly 2.9 million
Kentuckians are registered to s me.
The weather 011,,,,k is 6,r mild temperature, .trid fmt v.cathcr.

Unbeaten mare Zenyatta heads to Churchill
k Reda,

,ilphean
as he
iorthern
mtueky
ssy Gov
,r Wilson

record
,
..,!i
K% (API -to Kentucky on Tuesday. arriving by chizter [light from southern
California for this weekend's. S5 million Grade I Breeders' Cup
Classic at Churchill Downs.
Zenyatta has w.on all 19 of her career starts and earned $6.4 million. Tne 6-year-old mare is trying to become just the second
horse. with Tiznow. to win two consecutive Classics. Last year.
she became the first female to win it.
Churchill Downs says Zenyattis is scheduled to arrive in
Louisville at 11:45 a.m. EDT. The track says she will have a twocar sheriff escort to Churchill Dow.ns. w.here she will be stabled
until the race.

New river cruise boat to make stops in Louisville
hailt
. new loci-boat
LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1.-`,Pi
Maryland will likely make stops in Louisville occasionally when it
launches in 2012.
American Cruise Lines ordered the boat. which will operate
chiefly on the Mississippi Ris.er. The Courier-Journal reports the
boat will also travel sonie between St. Louis and Pittsburgh.
including stops in Louisville.
Chesalwake Shipbuilding in Salisbury.. Md.. is building the riverboat.
The newspaper said American Cruise Lines ordered the 140-passenger borat after cruises this year drew record bookings. with
heavy demand fin pleasure trips on the Mississippi. Belle of
Louisville CEO Linda Harris told Waterfront Development Corp.
directors recently that the vessel will stop at least occasionally at
the Fourth Street wharf.

By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
th'ASHINGTON t AP) -- 1 he
Democratic Congress that
Barack
President
enacted
Obama's tar-reaching health
care law. anti plowed staggering
surro into economic relief is at
risk Tuesday. in an election that
promises to shake up the political order across the nation.
Republican% buoyantly forecast a new era of shared go:eratter
years
two
n:Mee.
Democrats sealed victory. in the
presidency. the House and the
Senate and set about reshaping
the agenda in a time of severe
recession and war. Democrats
did not seriously dispute expectations that they would lose the
House this timc. even while
campaigning through the final
hours to stern losses.
His campaign travels over,
Obama was gpring interviews to
radio hosts in Los Angeles. Las
Vegas. Chicago. Jacksonville.
Cincinnati,
Milwaukee.
Philadelphia, Honolulu and
Miami -- mostly cities in states
where Democrats are either
trailing or in tight re-election
bids — for broadcast Tuesday

Fire in northern Ky. appears intentionally set
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ERLANGER. Ky.( Al') — Firefighters troni more than a dozen
departments have controlled a northern Kentucky brush tire that
officials say was intemionally set.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports the large wildfire burned about
5(1 acres overnight after being discovered shortly after 9 p.m.
Monday in a sutxhvision. A dispatcher told the newspaper early
Tuesday that no homes were in immediate tianger.
Fire departments from Boone and Kenton counties responded to
the blaze. which was reported controlled before daylight Tuesday.
The newspaper said there were reports that investigators had
identified a suspect, but the person's name was not tmmediately
released.

Research targeting Appalachian cancer rates

The National Cancer Institute has
LEXINGTON. Ky. I
.avearded a $6.5 million giant to the University of Kentucky to
work with other states in addressing higher cancer rates in
Appalachia.
The UK Pres.ention Research Center will use the grant to open
the Appalachia Community Cancer Network at the unis.ersity to
serve Appalachian regions of Kentucky.. New York. Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia.
Institutions joining UK in the program include Ohio State
University. Pennsylvania State University. Virginia 'Tech and West
Virginia Universit.s.
UK says community partners are collaborating on plans for the
network. which will include programs 1 rewarch. (raining and
community outreach.

. sow. In one interas American,
view. he pulled back from earlier remarks calling Republicans
"enemles" of Hispanics.
Democrats tend to he strong
closers. wall a saunted operation hy the party. °barna',
organizers and unions to get
supporters to sitting sites on
Election Day. This time. they
faced al ground game infused hy
the tea parry. less polished than
the other side but full of energy.
The midtemi elections are a
prime-time test for that kiosely
knit and largel% leaderless coalition. a force unheard of just two
year, ago. Tea part% slIpp0f1Cfs
rattled the Republican establishment in the primaries. booting
out several veteran law. makers
and installing more than 70 candidates. nearly three dozen of
whom are in competitive races
Tuesday.
It- successful, that conservative mosement could come to
Washington as a firewall against
expansive federal spending.
immig.ration liberalization and
more. as well as turther threat
to the historic health 4:are law
that Republicans hope somehow

bond.
WAVE-T‘' reports that Buggeland told the judge Monday' he
hadn't had time with defense lawyers anti cut off a public defender
who started to speak on his behalf.
Eventuidly Hardin District Judge David Simcoe entered the not
guilty plea.
Buggeland was found in Tennessee eight days after his parents
were tinind dead and extradited to Kentucky.
His arraignment was set for last week but was continued until
Monday. after he asked for time to retain a lawyer.

By ADAM GOLDNIAN
and KIMBERLY DOZIER
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The three packages contained papers, hooks and other
matenals headed for C'hicago. But officials
now believe the September shipments were
a dry run for the Yemen-to-Chicago mail
bomb phit uncovered last week.
Before the packag,es reached their destinations, U.S. authorities seized and searched
the boxes. They now. appear to have been
sent by the Yemeni militant group al-Qaida
in the Arabian Peninsula to test the logistics
of the air cargo system. a U.S. official +Md.
"We received information several weeks
ago that potentially connected these packages to AQAP.'The boxes vivre stopped in
transit and searched. They. contained
papers. books and other materials. but no
explosives." said the official, who was
familiar with details of the shipments and
spoke on condition of anony.mity to discuss
classified intelligence.
The official also disclosed that both niail

bombs. one recovered in Dubai and the
other in Britain on Friday., were wired to
detonators that used cell phone technology.
It still was not clear whether those detonators would have been set off by. telephone
calls or by an internal alarm.
The apparent dry run was first disclosed
Monday night by ABC News.
The official said authorities. already
aware of the militants' interest in striking at
aviation. "obviously. took notice" this past
weekend and considered the likelihood that
the militants might have extended their
threat to the cargo systens.
"When we learned of last week's serious
threat. we recalled the (September)incident
and factored it in to our government's very
prompt response." the official said.
The threat laat week came in the form of
explosive devices hidden in the toner cartridges of computer printers. Investigators
have centeced on the Yemeni al-Qattia faction's top bomb maker, who had previously
designed is bomb that failed to go off on a
crowded U.S.-bound p issenger jetliner last
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"It shows that they are trying to again
make different types of adaptations based
on what we have put in place." said John
Brennan. President Barack Obama's counterterrorism adviser. "So the underwear
bomber, as w'ell as these packages. are
showing sort of new techniques on their
part. They are very innovative and creative."
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Chnstmas.
This time. authorities belies,: that master
bomb maker Ibrahim al-Asiri packed four
times as much explosives into the bombs
hidden last week on flights from Yemen.
'The two bombs contained 300 and 44.Xl
grams of the industrial explosive PETN,
according to a German security official,
who briefed reporters Monday in Berlin on
condition of anonymity in line with department guidelines.
By comparison, the bomb stuffed into a
terrorist suspect's underwear on the Detroitlxitind plane last Christmas contained about

Midway College works

Ohio
Casualtv

Superior Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning
"paw i/tateachrtoge eftetea r

account has dropped in salue
and his employer recently
announced a 2(i percent increase
in health-care premium,. "I'll be
working until I'm 75." he said.
In Thornton. Colo.. on
Monda%. coffee and leftover
Halloween canal% fueled volunteers at campaign offices ot both
Senate candidates. Democratic
incumbent Michael Bennet and
Buck.
Ken
Republican
Susan
helper
Republican
Nall:sone, 55. a retired schoolteacher who was phoning voters. said her side With dispirited
in 2008. Not now.
"This is more intense." she
said. "I know that elections are
all important. all a big deal. hut
this one feels especially important to people."
At Bennet's office, LuAnn
Lind. 52. a nurse, %aid she's
for
volunteering
been
Democrats for years and finding
it harder now to fire people up.
"It's a little less urgent among
the people I'm talking to," Lind
said. "I'm telling them: 'We
don't want to lose ground now.
We want to keep the Obama
momentum moving forward.'"

Officials suspect Sept. dry run for bomb plot

Not guilty plea entered for central Ky. man

K%.( AP) A uot guilt% plea has been
ELIZABETITTOW
entered by a judge on behalf of a censral Kentucky ntan accused
of killing his parents.
The couple. both retired gynecologists from Hardin County.
were found dead inside their home on Sept. 21. Their 35-year-old
son. Erik Buggeland (B00'-guh-lands, who lived with his parents.
has been charged with murder and is being held on S2 million

to roll back.
In the middle-elass Cleveland
suburb of Pa:ma Heights. Ohto.
on Tuesday morning. nurseattorney Joanne Sy sack. 67.
voted anud the pre-dawn darkness and 37-degree temperatures. She said she was hoping
6ir a GOP resurgence to challenge the ()barna administration. President Barack Obania
won the four church-based
precincts by wide margins in
2008.
"I'd like to see a lot of this
health eare takeover repealed."
said S% sack. an independent
who %wed for John McCain in
2008.
Fred Peck. 48. who works in
university. campus maintenance.
was in an anti-incumbent mood.
liberal
against
voting
Dennis
Rep.
Democratic
Kucinich and unhappy' with the
Obama administration.
"I see nothing changing for
the better." said Peck, who
voted against Obama two years
ago. As for the economy.. "I
don't see it improving. I really.
don't," he said.
Peck said his retirement
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Notycie is hereby given that tile C.alloway Goanty Fiscal Court in the County ot
CaitOway. Kentucky (the "Issuer) will conduct a public hearing at 101 South
5th
0treet Moira, Kentucky 42071 on November 16, 2010 at 5 00 p m (local
time)
ieuarding the proposed issuance by the Issuer of The County of Calloway, Kentucky
Rdcovery Zone Facility Bond (R
Vanderbilt Company, Inc Prow!) Senes 2010 in
prrnooll arinunt not to exceed 625.000000 (the Vond0 The proceeds
of the
Bond .01 tv.
b, T Vanderbilt Company. Mc (the -Company') to finance the
.ria0 .0,,tioction and mstallation of buildings and equipment.
including adio..
equrpment and related nuking a spray drymg building and retateo
and the conversion of an exrsting building with the installation of new
- and equipment all for the expansion of the manufacturing ol Company
ddrict . at 3,
riC Petta Way vs Murray Calloway County Kentucky (the -Protect I as
,ss-rt
:e Section 103 200 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes The public
ir,1 Deirs3 held pursuant rt., Sectron 1'400 ot the Internal Reyenue Code of
1966 as amended to permit Interested persons IO comment on the proposed
financing ot Me Protect through the BOnd PCfS011S wishing to express their views
ilie pioposed fanancreg of the Pritect thr,u0h the Bond may appear at the hearIng
lay 0,tinot their views in writing Any wrrtten submissions should be sent to The
01 0,1110%44 Kentucky and addressed as follows
Larry Elkins County
..10,1ge Executive 101 Sauth 5th Street Murray. Kentucky 42071. and clearly
murked Re The County of Calloway. Kentucky Recovery Zone Facikty Bond IR T
ViolderbrIt Company. Inc Protect) Series 2010 in a pnncipal amount not to exceed
$25 000 000 " Wniten submissions should be mailed in sufficient time to be
received on or before 500 p m local time) November 16 201C
frit COUNTY OF CALLOWAY KENTUCKY
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060
Help Wanted

GET THIS IX'
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Help Wanted

Search Is
Over?
NOW HIRING
ENTHUSIASTIC SAlks
CONSULTANTS

YOUR
voTE FOR

P VA
Paid for by
Michael D. Ceonley
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion ot
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any eiror shourd
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilwhatsoever for their
atlas
PUMPKINS
...lack -0-Lantern
•Ciridrella
•Smail Sugar (Re)
•Mattature *White
Wright Farms
2241 Jonas
Sparkman Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

=I
Lost and

Found

JUST give us a call.
we be glad to help.
Your loved one we II
try to find
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person atter 7.00PM.
No phone calls.
NOW HIRING
Delivery0Narehousing
& Sales Apply in person at
Murray Supply. 206
East
Main
Street.
Mon-Fri. 8am-5pm.
No Phone Calls

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray. KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

, Your Job

WANTED

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Ads enising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing adver0sing plans and deseloping new. accounts in
N1urray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-rnetis ated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advenising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans. salar plus commission. are all part ot
40 excellent benefit package.

9,..ireat working environnvent
.5 dal. work w2ek
O1e-ilth & denial insuiame plus 40IK program
• ercry major holiday
•BEST PAY PLAN IN AREA
•Denk/ allirwanse
•Weekly & montfaly bonus
Ward r aeation
'Piot-y:0401ml lraining both in house & hy
nationally rei.ognized trainer
• selling tniek For 33 years in a roc
^Family owned & operated
APPLY IN PERSON
CONTACT: AL PAGE OR RON REAVIS
1352 Hwy.45 North
P.O. Box 1033
Mayfield. K1 42066
(2701 247-9.300

n(14.-

/_-it -7* 7/7_
IV

ILO

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The Nlurray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer. Proficiency with Quark X-Press and
Adobe Photoshop is required. Musi he able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced
environment.
Salary will be based on experience.
Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

060
Help Wanted
C A.
Jones
Management Group is
ar00(pfing applIcations
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment.
Positions available on

BAIT1ST

WES' TERN
COMMUNITY Options
HOSPITAL
h., a national nOn-ptotit
Registered
dviiititted to empowering
Nurses
iridir iduals 1.4 de,elopWinter Work / Summer Fun
mental
is curWestern Baptist is seeking Registered Nurses
rently
seeking
interested in working on a temporary basis
( umniunity Support Staff
through the high census winter months These
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts
in Ilenton. KY FT & PI
positions will provide supplemental staffing to
opportunities ararlable'
Customer
Service
faciatate patient throughput from December
Responsibilities include
Representative
through March. Shifts will be scheduled
assisting w daily lising
Data Entry Clerk
between 7 PM Sunday and 7 PtA Friday.
skids Br the deselopment
Please submit your
Interested applicants may apply through our
01 independent communi
resume to
Career Center at www westernbaptist com
10.ing. administering
careerstachuckiones.net
EOE
nicrihtirin and yomplete
✓
t
s
t
the appi opriate dts.umenwww.chuckiones.net
ration. and aesompanying
060
for
complete
lob
null% idual to & Ernm
descriptions
Help Wanted
appointment
,
.11.11
%
If hired applicants must
S ilipirrina
si
D.
a
pass a background
%atid Miser `. I ILCIlm:
NOW
HIRING
in
DISCLAIMER
check and drug screen
.1 good rinsing resind and
Housekeeping,
When as y essing the
a clean has kground are a
Laundry,
Afternoon
"help wantedCAR WASH ATTENmuse I
Desk & Night Audi' at
suhnirt
rin 0111 c1.1
11101,
,
DANT.
Friday.
cstimt.
Best VVestern Apply
Saturday. Sunday, & (.104
SpCill et it coition 01
within
ledge! cr,131
Monday
Retirees
g Or idX to
you will he redo..lei!
Welcome Must have
2"0.906.22k4
lo Jobnctskofk
mechanical skills Call
PECOMaul'
573-380-4504
Murray and total Joh
AccepiMg
,
MURRAY
Church
listings will appear on
'resumes
needs Organist for
FULL Time positron for
this wehsite
Sunday VVorship servAll sal6Ts careers
an automotive parts
Flowerer. as a
ices
at
10:30am.
& other positions
counter. Right person
wehiare. nor all hidings
Additional in November
Send to
on Me JObliet work
&
December
&
PO Box 363
have strong computer
MC placed through
February-April
on
the Murro Ledge!
Murray KY
skills and friendly perWednesday at 7:15pm
& Tunes Please xall
sonality. Experience
42071
Competitive
pay.
us it you have any
Preferred but will train
Please call Peggy at
questions
regarding
•ignt person Monday
The P ace to
270-753-6712 for more
the Maio!, area
Thru Friday 7-5. Send
information
lob hump fhank you
Start.... Murray .
Resume to PO Box 148
Attention
Hiring
Ledger & Times
Manager $10 per hour
simil,(11.01t.iii
(270)753-1916

753

10X10
Lights ar
24/7 S
1900 I
Behind Murrz

75:

diatom Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk.
Parr-time
rate
is
$23iday with a 2 day
minimum.
270-767-1177
Honest Single Mon!
needs work. Will sit
with
elderly.
run
errands, dialysis
270-873-2051 cy
227-7537
/

CSC/1Ule OUP
--,

Velerans

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
November 11, 2010

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family

120

G&C
STORAGE and
FROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

00 $12 per spo1 • lone person. 20 word limit I
Double spots: SI8 • 140 word lirait

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

Deadline: Monday November Nth
or 5:00 p.m
ANTIQUES Qall Larry
753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refrigerator, electric & gas
heater storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars. halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

150

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures Free gifts
for kids
Buy and
appraise coins.
270-753-4161
DRYER.
Case tractor(801 El), real estate
lots. Will consider
trades. 753-4109,
227-1546
RICH top soil, red gravel for sale. 210-3781.
5'.0-2032.
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARO-ELKINS
6(15 E South 12th S!

(270)753-1713

3 pc solid wood ful
size bedroom suite w
box spring mattress
$250 With comforter.
bedskirt. &
pillow
shams All in like new
condition
$300
2
wrought iron glass top
end tables $25 2 blue
table lamps $10
761-0183

1
MAIN S
FURNISH
Check,
Spook ?It

John Deere Tracto
Mod 790, 27 P 4WD
with creeper gear. less
than 160 hrs. Call
270-474-2759 ask for
Glinda

J&L RENTALS
NIINI-SlORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
( rimer of 121 S & Glenda&
1000 $25 10x15 $40
i2701 436-2524
1270) 293-6906

LEkER Z4( TIMES
Classified Dept. 753-1916
a
Apartments For Rent
• I
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trasn. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
Or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211

FIREWOOD delivered
Cali for prices. 293
1357 o: 270-559-1424.
Mobile Homes For SW
"OWNER Finance.
'
39R
2BA
$4.950/down $695,'mo
193 Seth Ln, Murray
615-397-3171
1 acre corner lot with
mobile home. attached
garage & out building.
Excellent
location.
Northwest of Murray.
Call 203-9200, 7537845.

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
a;ea. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including eleotnc
$600/mo plus deciosit
270-492-8211

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CiH/A, W&D,
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710
293-4600

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1 -soo-648-6o56

2BR & Lot. $11,900
270-753-6012

3 BR $295.00
2BR $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

2619. 'IBA, 1 mile west
of Murray. $550/mo
753-2225. 556-9037.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A
Various
Locations
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
3BR, 1.5BA House
Carport, All Appliances
1713
Oakhill
Dr
$700/mo
270-293-1446

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. CLEAN AND
NICE
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDING
W/D NO PETS. 270436-2524 CELL. 270293-6906
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
c.ampus. no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR. C/H/A, all appliances. large master
bedroom. deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Gather
1
1
1
1

tjp

7113
--"
L Conanencai Prop. For Rent

l'..)cation for small
N.siness in Dixieland
Business Center. 404
ath St. A/C and gas
real 100% fireproof.
Plenty
of park:ng
Shroat
Developers.
270-753-3018

ACA Yorkie male,
9 wks , home raised
health
guaranteed
436-5508, 293-5508
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies
$300 270-435-4420
AKC Rottweiler Pups.
$400. 270-376-2540
DOG Obedience
2701436-2858
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC, male $200.
270-251-031C
$300
evenings

LEDGER &TIMES

I 6 mo.
I 1 yr.

Hialtaanl

3 mo
6 mo

I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
Tuu 1-sory-s4s- r N33
Ext. 233
Equal uppoetu,d,

Local Mail
e

$55.00 3 mo.
......$105.00 6 mo.
1

1
I Rest of KY/TN

Essex Dov,
Apartments
iSf15 Dtuguid Dr0e

$70.50

$35.00
$63.00

An Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
596.00
1 yr.
$145.00

1 yr

$90.00
$120.00

Check

Money Order

Visa

Homes For Saie

e

M)(

Name
St Address

_e
e
-- 1

City__
I State
1
1

\

1
1

MURR 41

1
1 Home Delivery
1 3 mo.
530.00

Calloway Garden

',Jur., I edger A

1

Subscribe to the

1st Full Mo Rent Free

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has twc bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NICE. large 2BR. 2BA
duplex. 411 appliances.
No pets. $500/mo...•
dep 436-5927

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale & clew,
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
7,3-9600.

Red Estate
3BR, 1BA north cl
Murray. with garage
and
large
shop
Deposit required.
753-0531

la
Farm Equipment

270-753-5562

thr

BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004

Arncles
For Sale
OFFICE CLERK- Full-time pos:tion responsible
for secretarial/clerical duties of Four Rivers
Behavioral Heatth-Lakes Center in Murray, KY
Duties include electronic medical records.
•eceptionist and working knowledge of basic
office equipment. Minimum Qualifications: HS
graduate or equivalent; computer expenence,
excellent clerical skills. Salary $599.28 biweekly Send resume to' Anne Thurman, VP for
Hurnan Resources. Four Rivers Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway Suite 201. Paducah, KY
42001. Open until

812

Domestic Childcan

ADVERTISING SAI,ES

NOTICE Or PUBLIC HEARING

All Size Unit:
24/7 Surveil

Zip

Davtime Ph
'
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

e
e
e
e

309 Woodlawn 3BF
2BA,
deco
new
$79 900. 474-2520.
BEAUTIFUL 3 beaubh
3 bdrs. 2 ba
towr
Totally remodeled. Jul
129,900.
270-759-878
all
ampbell Realty
Nein 2-4

Bedroom homes it
Rivertield Estates
BG Real Properi
Professionals
293-7872

•

!ger & Times
NIurray Ledger & Times

ttiSIFI

fuesdio. N member 2. 2010 • 9

- , Free Pallets
ON BEAC14
LVIINI
STORAGE
i
Ii114

NES
-Fn.10a.rn,
-F0.10a.rn
-Yori.101.m
-Non.12p.m.

Paving. tiessleoaling
& Hwating
.
TONY TRAVIS.

All Size Units • Climate Cont
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

210.-753-2279

812 Whltnell Ave.

FLAWLESS
FINISH
.
Pressure Washing

753-3853

Houses, Patios &
Decks: Sidewalks
Drivrialeys. Vinyl
Fence,&
Call.roday For A
Free.Estimate,
270-562-2228

-*it'llIA
-ThurlOim.
-1412p.

ra"mmil.

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St,
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905
460
Hocros For Sale

Storage Rentals 1
A&F Warehousing
Near Mal $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
onwr of 12 I

F-merits For Rent

IIAN one bedmiles from
in Lynn Grow
ewly
ed. Large deck
at view W/D.
itor.
stove.
et. All utilities
turfing electrc
plus deposit
-8211

sos For Rent

.BR
&

Houses.
Deposit

4109

A, 1 mile west
ay. $5.50/mo
i, 556-9037.

iBR

Houses
C/H/A,
Locations
RE
-9898

5BA House
MI Appliances
Dakhla'
Dr

05 Yamaha Zuma
49cc.
270-753-2111 or
270-293-5987

& 1.1rodalr

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
iSafe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.eir,te rent 1J-f-lauls.

al Plop. For Rent
1,-.3r,on tor smal
:.a.srtiess in Dixieland

Business Center. 404
4th St. A/C and gas
100% fireproof.
Plenty
of parking
Shroat
Developers.
270-753-3018
Pets& Supplies
ACA Yorkie male,
9 wks.. home raised.
health
guaranteed
436-5508. 293-5508.
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies
$300 270-435-4420
AKC Rottweiler Pups.
$400. 270-376-2540
DOG Obedience
(2701436-2858
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC. CKC, male $200$300 270 251-0310
evenings

1446

SA north of
with garage
.rge
shop
iguired.

Mum, edger &

tai

We Finance
hollandinotorsales.coat
270-753-4461
07
Ford
Escape
Limitea, one owner.
40.000 miles.
227-7418
1980 Mercedes 450SL
convertible, silver, both
tops. 1997 Lit.coln
Mark 4 LSC black
coupe.
'sunroof,
loaded chrome_ Local
cars.
Gorgeous!
$5.995 each Call
404-313-1051
ilsed Trucks
1998
International
4900, DT 466e. single
axle. day cab with custom steel flat-bed.
190.000 miles. very
condition,
good
$15,500.
270-293-4393
530
Services Offered
•

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Marring, Manicuriog
.Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarant
753-1816 •-061

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916
190

753-9562

VIES

1 Mail

$35.00
$63.00
.....$110.00

er Mail II
iptions
$75.00
Homes For Sole
NV(

I to

i09 Woodlawn 3BR
decor
'BA, new
S79 900. 474-2520.
BEAUTIFUL 3 beautiful
bdrs 2 ba in town.
Totally remodeled. Just
5129,900
270-759-8780
all
ampbell Realty
Neu 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivertield Estates.
BG Real Properly
Professionals
293-7872

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Floors.
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. and
work.
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on sept:c systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293 8726

OR

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Home
Adam s
Improvement
270-227-2617

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Right

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
499-2839.

NI \

‘(,1 NH NI

• ,xcekl!,
al pickupx
• I oc..I I
nedioperated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
& Marble
1301 St. Rt 121N.

753-11087
Tv ler Murdock • 29;t- I-22
D4ptav Hour, 8110-1,30

Handyman Work
odd Jobs. Fiepaks
Home, Auto.
- Carpentry. Light
' Elecincal.• •
Yards. &
. Much More No, Job Too SmaH
'Jacob
270f970-0278
• •HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
insured, Fre,kable
& efependable.
Free Estuotees.

•

MITCHgLL
BROS.
PAVING
•Commercial &
ftesidential
•Asphalt'Installation& Maintenance
40'yrs. experience

(270)7594:1501
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated .
Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Stockwell Exteriors

(270)227-6238
The Last Roof You
Will Ever Need?

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

•Appltance
Repair
ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone.
436-2562. 227-0267
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LBL to honor veterans Nov. 11
Special to the Ledger
Land Between The Lakes
(LBLI National Recreation Area
will join public lands across the
nation in honoring veterans on
Veterans Day. Thursday'. Nov.
I with a one-day free entrance
or user tee waiver at designated
facilities.
EBL will offer veterans.
active and retired members of
the anned forces. and their families free entrance into the Elk &
Bison Prairie (EBP). VVoodlands
Nature Station
NS). The
Homeplace (HP). and the 1 p.m.
show (does not include special
events) at
Golden
Pond
Planetarium. Veterans can pick
up their tree entry. passes for the
EBP at the Golden Pond Visitor
Center(GPVCI on Nov.. I I from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Also on Nov. I i,
a one-day free vehicle permit
will be issued for Turkey Bay
Off-Highway Vehicle Area anti a
free daily trailer permit at
W'ranglers Campground.
During the fee waiver day..

Horoscope

CHASE f HI LawnCare. 8yrs exp.
293-8814
1 AWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at $15
270-753-2405

Hail Proof. Tax Rebate,
Energy Star

Concept.s SudoKu

veterans can also pick up a
coupon at NS, HP or GPV(' for
a "buy one. get one free- return
visit for ages 13 and up. The
return visit coupon, which
expires May' 31. 2011, will he
good for a future one-time
admission to either NS or HP.
Whether you take a drive
through the Elk & Bison Prairie.
wander around the backyard at
Nature Station. learn about life
on the farm in the 1850s at The
Homeplace. ride the trails on an
ATV at Turkey Bay. or enjoy d
trail ride on horseback at
V•'ranglers. fall is a wonderful
time to get outdtsors and enjo)
recreating at LBL.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
LI.S. Department of Agriculture.
in pannership with "Friends ot
LBL.- to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review the website at www.lbl.org each season.
and throughout the season. for

the Calendar of Events. updates
on progranis anti policies, safety
information, and temporary trail
and rotd clo•ure,. Additional

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday. Nov. 3, 2010:
This year, you often feet as if
your plate is too full. You will
develop quite an interesting juggling act as you attempt to work
through various issues, concerns
and
situations.
Communication with siblings and
key neighbors might be especially. difficult. In general. avoid all
control garnes and power plays.
Refuse to play, and you will win.
If you are single. you meet people with ease. and you bring an
unusual intensity to conversations and new relationships.
Careful -- you could easily bowl
someone over with this trait.
However, if this person cannot
handle the authentic you. he or
she is not a c-andidate for
"sweetie." If you are attached,
the two of you often disagree.
Others often find you difficult to
be around. LIBRA rnakes a great
confidant, healer or physician.

LBL and "Friends of LBLinformation is also available OD
the website or by calling 1 (81K))
LBL-7077 or (2701 924-'000
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REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq.
ft cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway.
iarge lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781. 559-2032.
TO view all homes for
sale go to
WWW campbellrealty.com

10X10 325 Htx15 $40
1270) 436-2524
(270) 293-6906
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by Jacqueline Bluer

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Remember your budget
and be willing to say "no," even if
you're sorely tempted to do otherwise. Tension could build
where you least anticipate it.
Sharp words, especially spoken
to a close associate or family
member. prove to be a problem.
Tonight: Be reasonable.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Recognize an opportunity, and don't allow past history
or a difficult and controlling associate to stop you Words could
be sharp but help clear the air
You finally reach a point of
understanding. Tonight: Some
good old-fashioned spontaneity
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You kncw better than to
share your many thoughts with
others. Not only are you likely to
confuse others, you also might
cause a stressful situation. Use
care and intuition with your
finances. Tonight: Vanish while
you can!
The Stars Show the Kind of SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4- 21)
Positive. 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 - **** Keep your eye on the big
Difficult
picture Pressure builds, and you
could discover a newfound
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
volatility. You could be far too
*** You get a severe dose of serious when dealing with a
several controlling and opinion- loved one or dear friend. Let go
ated people. 'You might not be and become less uptight.
sure how to handle one person Tonight: Where the action is.
who always seems to be CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
demanding and msght feel enti- **** Take a stand. and you
tled to do so. Try to lighten up. will come out ahead. Understand
Tonight: Lend a friend an ear.
what is happening with a boss
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
you mkght need to cater to once
***** Reflect on the job at in a while. After all. he or she is
hand and what you need to the boss and in charge. Learn tu
accomplish. Your ability to read bend In this type of situation
between the lines defines a Tonight: Burning the midnight oil.
work- or health-related matter. AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You could inadvertently he clos- **** Force yourself to go past
ing yourself off from the big pic- your comfort level as you
ture. Tonight: Do for you.
attempt to identify with others.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Understanding adds depth to the
***** Your creativity remains communication and bonding.
a strong suit. no matter what you
You could be exaggerating a
do or with whom you come in concern in your life Tonight Try
contact. Openly share ideas a new spot.
without demanding agreernent. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
You understand what is going on ***** Meetings become
with another person. Tonight: Let more compiex than they reed to
your hair down.
be. Others seem to be deterCANCER (June 21-July 22)
mined to change your mind
**** You cannot get away about a situation. You are pretty
from your orientation around sure you are right, arid don't
your home and personal Me. want to do anything offerently.
Creativity flourishes if you are Be respectful and gracious
wilting to express both negative about another person's ideas.
and positive feelings. Cut being Tonight. Dinner for two
overly SellOUS about a situation
Tonight: At home.
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Actor Charles Bronson (1921)
***** Keep communication comedian Dennis Miller (1953)
flowing. even if you suddenly singer Adam Ant (1954)
feel wound tight about a situation You might decide to camou- Jacquehne Bigar is on the
flage your vulnerability or decide Internet at www.jacquelinebi •
to have an argument with the gar.com.
party in question. You really don't (c) 2010 by King Features
need to push that far. Tonight
Syndicate Inc.
HangIng out is fun to do
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Good luck RACERS,'TIGERS, and LAKERS

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage
*Deep Tissue Massage
*Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
*Sports Massage

* •

Al! designed to
suit your budget
•IP
AND
AI busy schedule!

*Chair Massage
*HydroMassage
Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN. ,

1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071
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Looking Back
Ten ?ears ago
Catherine Sat ills. marketing
director tor the Murra)-Calloway
County Hospital Wellness Center. was the guest speaker at the
October meeting of the Delta
Department of the
Murray
Woman's Club. Hostess was Sally
DA-Ord.
Published is a picture of local
author Henry Buchanan as he signs
copies of his latest work. "Sinner Messiah" and "Jay Cee: A
NoYel of the Presidenl:),- tor the Calloway County
Public Library. Also pietured are
Regional Librarian Susan Dunman and Library Director Ben
Gray es.
Murray. High Tigers beat LOW
Oak 48-14 during the Senior Night
football game at Ty Holland Field.
'Twenty years ago
Dale Alexander. Tom Simmons.
Raymond T Buddy Hewitt and
Herb Hurley have been inducted
into the MUITily State University
Athletic Hall of Fame.
Recently reported birth) include
a girl to Stacey. and David Mikulcik: a boy to Paula and John
Cathey a boy to Stacey and
Richard Rickman, a girl to Gail
and Jody Howard: and a girl to
Ally son and Jeffrey Green.
Thirty years ago
Tannne
Campbell
was
crowned as homecoming queen
at !Marra) High School at the
football game with Paducah Tilghman with the latter winning the
game. Her attendants were Starr
Jones and M1lichelle Harris.
The Calloway County. High
School Speech Team won its firs(
tournament of the season this
v.eekend in Harrison County. The
Laker% totaled 2b1 points com.pared to 133 for second place
Bullitt County.
Dr. Stephen Schectman. Assistant Professor of Child Studies
of Murray State University. will
he the guest speaker at the United Campus Ministry' Luncheon
on Vv'ednesday, Nov. 5. He will

speak about 'Parent and Child
an
Changing Society."
Murray. State Racers lost to
Eastern Kentucky University 2414 in it football game.
Forty. years ago
Phillip Cunningham. Rebecca
Fenton. Bill Pinkston. Ricky Jones.
Ala Weatherly, Emily Belote and
Wende Flood of- Murray. High
School panicipated in the Murray State University Debate and
Discussion Workshop.
Church Women United will
celebrate World Community Dav
on Nov. 6 at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with Mrs A.N1 Wolfson,
John Applegate and Mrs A.A.
Doherty as speakers.
Special fundraising projects of
the Murray. W'ornan.s Club are
being planned. according to Mrs.
Bethel Richardson. president
Fifty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Library. is now located in the old
Southern Bell Telephone Company building on North Sixth Street.
Mrs. Lillian Lowry spoke on
"Children and the Second Language'. at a meeting of the Cal-.
low ay County Association for
Childhood Education held at Murray. College High School.
Anna Huie. Po
.11y. Jones and
Janette Walker are operators at
the Plaza Beauty Salon. Nlurray
Sixty years ago
Charles Dora Allbritten. James
Ralph Story. Craw ford Wilkerson, Ronald Evans Burkeen.
William Henry Morrison. Dave
Junior Ross. Wildy Graves Stubblefield. Joseph Ray. Myers and
Ross Banks left today for induction in the Armed Forces
"New traffic light going up at
Fifth and Main Streets. Super
duper kin 1 - red. yellow and
green," from the column "Seen
& Heard Around Murray."
Betty Hill and Virginia Jordan of Murray'. are pledges of
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at
Murray. State University..

COMICS/ FEATURES
Letters of recommendation
aren't guaranteed to impress
DEAR ABBY: M11) husband,
"Lance." is making career change
and has heen tattered a great
opportunity Hi.' I, very excited
about it. Bet.AUSC his experience
in this Ile% field is minimal. Lance
asked for letters ot tecommendation from some poitessionals who
are familiar w ith his work. He
tv as hoping
the
letters
would
proide insight
into his abilities that his
resume lacks
at this early
stage.
The probtem' All three
of the letters
he
has
received conBy Abigail
tain glaring
Van Buren
mistakes.
1 he) ate all nom college prolessors and on letterhead stationery..
While they. do offer glowing recommendations. one letter omitted
an important word in a sentence.
anothei misused a conamon word.
and the third refers to Lance as
"Ms."
I told Lance the letters do not
reflect oegatitely on him because
he didn't write them. But he thinks
they will gist: the impression he
sub-par represenwaives of the field. lie refuses to
ask lot new letters tx.icause he doesn't want to °Bend the writers by
pointing out the errors. Should
Lance use these letters'f -STUMPED IN TALL.AHASSEE
DEAR STUMPED: What your
letter illustrates is how many. Intel!igen'. professional people don't
bother to proofread what they.
haye written. Your husband should
contact the individuals who provided the references and explain
that he spotted a typographical error
that should be easy. to correct
That's not offensive -- it's doing
the professors a favor as well as
himself because what appears

Dear Abby

above their signalure is a refiretion on them and then attention
to detail
••••••

DEAR ABBY: I am a mother and a stepmother and haye
several grandchildren. I have been
the "tannly photographer" at all
our events and holiday celebrations. Looking through our )t..ii •
of photographs. _you
find me in one. I was alvtat
there -- but behind the camera
I'd like to remind your read
ers that if they're at a gathering
and see someone taking family phte
tos. to please taller to use their
camera to take a group picture
that includes the photographer. It
will be one of the few. photos in
'heir albums they actually appear
in. And they'll be thankful for
your thoughtfulness for years to
come. -- INVISIBI.E GRANDMA
IN LAVv'RENCE. MASS.
DF:AR INVISIBLE GRANDMA: With the holidays approaching, I'm pleased to print your suggestion. However. at large gathetings these days. there is bound
to be someone in the group v.ho
has a camera -- or a cell phone
-- with a tinier so that everyone
pre.sera (including (he photographeri can appear m the picture.
•
DEAR ABBY: I recently went
to a sporting goods store to buy
new golf shoes. I had a $2S-off
coupon to he used on any. apparel sold in the store_
When I presented the coupon,
the store manager informed me
that shoes arc not considered
"apparel" and he would' not honor
the discount! Aren't shoes considered to be apparel'? -- BAREFOOT IN MIAMISBURG. OHIO
DEAR BAREFOOT: Yes. they
are. And if there were any exclusions. they should have been menHoned on the coupon.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren. also known as
Jeanne Phillips

Today In History
By. The Associated Press
Today. is Tuesday. Nov. 2. the
3o6th day of 2010 There are 59
days left in the year.
Toclay's Highlight in History.:
On Nov. 2. 1783, Gen. George
Washington issued his Farewell
Ordets to the Armies of the United States near Princeton, N.J.
On this date:
In 1889. North Dakota and
South Dakota became the 39th
and 40th states.
In 1917. British Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour issued a decEt A ES
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In 1959, former game show
contestant Charles Van Doren
admitted to a liouse subcommittee that he'd heen given questions
and answers in advance when he
appeared' on the NBC') "TwentyOne."
Ten years ago: An American
astronaut and two Russian cosmonauts became the first residents
of the international space station.
chnstening it Alpha: their arrival
marked the beginning of a decade
of continuous habiiation ol the
orbital outpost.
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MS linked to constipation
DEAR DR. GOTT: Isly son
has progressive multiple sclerosis
and is suffering with abnormal
bowel movements. They're very.
hard and large. His doctor recommended Colace. Fleet enemas
anti suppo,[losies, hut they don't
seem to help.
His diet right
now is baby
food,
hot
cereal
anti
pureed
prunes. along
with
electrolytes and
other liquids.
He also takes
vitamins and
lots of medication
for
By
depression.
Dr Peter Gott
We try difterent things ev.cry few days but
are running out of ideas. Your information has been so valuable. I
read your coiumn every. day in
our local newspaper. Any suggestions'?
DEAR READER: For readers who may not fully understand
multiple sclerosis, this disorder
occurs when the body's immune
system attacks itself, (Jemmying
the protective sheath that covers
the nerves. This may result in
deterioration of the nerves over
time and. unfortunately. the condition isn't reversible. However,
there are a number of things your
son can do to remain active both
mentally and physically.
Symptoms can occur at any.
age but are most comnion in people between the ages of 20 and
40. Women are more susceptible
than men. Family. history play..a
large role, as well. For example,
if a parent or sibling has the disorder. the other children of the
affected parent or the siblings of
the affected individual have up
to a 3 percent chance of also
developing it. This compares with
one-tenth of a percent without a
family history.. Patients may. have
tremors, weakness or numbness
in one or more lambs. occuning
on one side of the body at a

Dr. Gott

time. dr•uhle siston, fatigue
more. In the beginning stag. •
there may he partial or complete
remission that can reverse suddenly..
Bowel and bladder difficulties
and depression are common in
those with MS. I suggest he speak
with his physician regarding the
use of warm prune juice daily or
my *colon cocktail." whIch consists of equal parts prune jwce,
applesauce and bran. The specifics
can be found in my Health Repon
"Compelling Home Remedies" arid
is one I have found to be effective when treating patients in nursing homes.
Your son should be eating a
Mille healthful diet with fiber.
Poor diet is linked to constipation. and diets low. in fiber are
known to increase the possibility.
for producing stools that can be
difficult to pass. Because his diet
is so limited, he should begin
slowly -- perhaps v..ith wholegrain cereals and breads. He should
drink plenty of fluids daily. Gradually' add fresh fruits and vegetables. broiled fish and/or chicken
and other appealing foods.
Many medications carry the
unwanted side effect of constipation. Ile ;thould speak with his
prescribing physician to determine
whether any. of his drugs are contributing to his problem. If so,
he should request another drug
be ordered in its/their place.
His depression
must be
addressed. I don't know- how limited your son is in terms of walkirtg. aiding a stationary bike, listening to the radio. working on
model cars or airplanes. having 3
stamp collection or using the Internet. It's hard to make recommendations without knowing his age.
general health and physical status. etc., but something between
speaking with a therapist. a trip
to the local pin-k or a rousing
game of checkers or chess with
biend on a regular basis might
he just what the doctor ordered.
He should also contact the MS
Society to find the newest support group

Hints From Heloise

[nation expressing support for a
"national home" for the Jews in
Palestine.
In 1947, Howard Hughes piloted his huge wooden flying boat.
the Hughes H-4 Hercules Wensively dubbed the "Spruce Goose"
by detractors). on its only flight.
which lasted about a minute over
Long Beach Harbor in Calffonna.
In 1948. President Harry. S.
Truman surprised !he experts by.
winning a narrow upset over
Republican challenger Thomas E.
Dewey.

TVIE DENTIST
ST CKS StfivRe TANGS
IN 96UR 9)01.111-1
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DAGWOOD CAN'T COME TO THE
NONE DIGHT NOW-KE'S EATING
. KIS LLNCIK,.;
\c.v./

Discourse
on Diabetes
Dear Readers: A ORLD
DIABETES
DAY is Nov.
14 and is the
perfect way
by
to
bring
awareness
about diabetes
its causes, prevention arid how to
manage if you have it.
The two types of diabetes are
type I (formerly called juvenile
diabetes) and type 2. What are
some of the symptoms of diabetes? Extreme thirst. frequently
going to the bathroom. feeling
tired and lethargic, numbness in
the hands and feet, and blurry.
%MIMI are some examples that
mean you r.eed to see your doctor. Keep notes if y.ou have some
of these symptoms so you can
tell your physician.
Diabetes, especially.
when
untreated or not controlled. can
lead to severe health problems.
such as blindness and heart disease. among others
The International Diabetes Federation says that 30 manutes of
brisk walking or other exercise
per day can help lower the risk

Heloise

of type 2 diabetes. It- you have
diabetes. you can live it normal.
productive life. It's important.
though. to morutor your diabetes
and be active in taking good care
of your health.
Some good sources of information are the American Diabetes
Association 1 www.diabetes.orgl
and the World Diabetes Day website (wwwworlddiabetesday.org).
and always ask your health-care
professional if you have any questions. - Heloise
PAN SEPARATION
Dear Heloise: One day, I was
looking fur something to separate
a couple of pans. arid I thought.
Why not it!.e my clean. old potholders that weren't any good for handling hot pans anymore'? Ivly other
idea was to use the bubbly cushioned v..rap that conies in packages or wrapped around items you
have purchased. You can cut those
sheets to any size you need. They
cost nothing. and you keep ihem
out of the landfill. If you don't
want to reuse the cushioned wrap
you have, save the sheets and
take them to a packaging store.
I read your column in The Palm
Beach (Fla.) Post. -- Carol Parkola. Palm Bcach Gardens. Fla.
HOUSE NUMBER
Dear Heloise: Have you ever

tned to find a house number at
night. or even in the daytime? It
can be frustrating. This hint can
save liv.es: It is important for people to have their house number
painted on the curb. If an ambulance must come fast or if the
police are called, time could be
wasted trying to find y.ou. Usually. the numbers are black on
white paint. -- Dorothy in Ohio
,N very good hint. and one that
could save a life! There may be
guidelines where you live. and
you also should check with your
homeowners association, if you
have one.
Heloise
TISSUE BOX
Dear Heloise: In order to keep
the tissue box from following you
as you extract a tissue. purchase
a roll of double-stick tape. Snip
off a piece and apply. to the middle bottom of the box, and firmly press down on the spot y.ou
usually place the box. -- Joe in
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax ii to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloisclattHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.

Crosswords
ACROSS

11,J

-v- nic:)
1M VOTING AGAINST
DEMOCRATS TO CANCEL
OUT YOUR MOTHERS
VOTE AGAINST
'
FtEPUSLICANS.
1

GAFRPIIEI_CPCD
'DOGS ARE
STINKY" I
)

L

40
41
42
43

Golf cry
Better ventilated
Norse god
Wine expert

31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

VIEWPOINT,
HERE'S OPIE

JUST AS SOON AS HE'S
DONE ROLLING IN WHATEVER 't
IT IS OVER THERE
DOWN
1.4

-z

aro

whims

vino

PEANUTS.41010
WHAT I'M WONDERING 15,
ARE YOU DOING MORE
WRITING THAN WATCHING?

A BURGLAR COMES AROUND
HAVE HIM STAND RIGHT HERE
AND I'LL DROP A TYPEWRITER
ON HIS MEAD..
_

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
28
29

Winter bug
Galloped
Sphere
"Camelot- lyricist
Perfect
Varnish layer
Marine mammals
Hold up
Under the weather
Ball holder
Gold purity unit
Fruit-basket items
Consumed
Belong
"Ivanhoe" author
Bunny move
Carton
Kind of milk
Forbidden
Critic's annual list
Lebanon trees

Brown tint
Petty argument
Alien craft
Silent OK
— Lanka
Particle
Rebel general
Goof
AHOLD
IMPEL
RENEW
NA I VE
GROFE
FREES
TELL
SRS
MAMABEAR
ETAL
SMI THS
GODOT
EGRET
AMENR,A
HERA
EIGHTEEN
BEE
LE I A
EXPELI
TWICE
S I EVE
CARAT
STEED
HYENA

film
AND NOW FOR AN
(r OPPOSING

•

I 5UPPO5E YOU REALIZE
THAT YOUR MAIN JOB HERE
15 BEING A WATCHDOG
------ If

7
11
12
13
15
16
18
21
22
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
34

Romp
Legal paper
Texas town
Donut feature
2000 Bruce Willis film
Birth-related
Disrobe
Game callers
Get news of
Rudiments
Bran bit
Young one
Overly
Gross. as income
Urban area
Snooty fellow
Mailed
Did some modeling
Upcoming Denzel Washington

1

2

3

5

6

6

9

11
13
1
117

.
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MSU FOOTBALL

McCarthy
showers
praise on
Masthay
FORMER
RACER LANE
GETS FIRST
CAREER START
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Local products Tim Masthay
and Austen Lane both had
impressive perforrnances for
their respective NFL franchises
Sunday, both coming in week
eight victories.
Masthay, a Hall of Fame
member and 2005 graduate of
Murray High, garnered eight
punts for 352 yards in Green
Bay's 9-0 victory over the New
York Jets Sunday, averaging a
season-high 44 yards per punt.
The rookie
Punter. a
University of Kentucky Oaduate, notched a 55-yard punt on
his longest of the day. and
pinned the Jets inside their own
20-yard line five times.
"I can't tell you how good
this feels to say this," Packers
head coach Mike McCarthy said
in an article from Wisc3nsin's
Madison.com."This is the finest
punting performance I've — I'm
not exaggerating, I'm not dramatic — the finest performance
of that I've ever been a part of in
all my years on both sides of the
ball.
"I can't tell you how happy I
am for Tim," McCarthy added.
"It makes me want to cry. I
thought he was tremendous....
thought that was remarkable. He
tust needs ro do it every week
ripv, and we'll be fine."
•See LOCALS, 12
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Picking up,
moving on

From MSU Athietics
The
Murra,
State
%omen's golf team moved up
four spots to !WI place after
the second round of the Pat
Bradley Invitational in Fort
N1yers, Fla., at Pelican
Preserve CC.
The Racers improved 17
shots from round one when
they carded a 303 Monday.
after posting a 320 Sunday in
round one.
MSU's 36-hole total of
623 was good for II th place.
ahead of
Troy (624
Oakland (625), Drake (656)
Bahune-Cookman
and
1664).
Caroline Lagerborg and
Alex Lennartsson of MSU
shared 36th place in the field
of
competitors.
81
Ligerborg had scores of 7976=155, while Lennartsson
had scores of 81-74=155.
Delaney Howson was in
56th place with scores of 76)(4=160, while Morgan Cross
and Allie Weaver shared 60th
place. Cross had rounds of
85-76=161. while Weaver
carded 84-77=161.
The Racers were just
behind 10th place South
Alabama (618), ninth place
Florida Atlantic (6131 and
eighth place Florida Gull
Coast (610).

Wildcats
wary as
time starts
to run out
KENTUCKY GETS
SEC BREAK,
HOSTS
CHARLESTON
SOUTHERN

RACERS TRY TO
PUT SUB-PAR
OFFENSIVE
PERFORMANCE
BEHIND THEM AS
TENNESSEE
TECH LOOMS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Senior wide receiver Marcus
Harris had some words for
sophomore quarterback Casey
BroCkman in the wake of
Murray State's 2S-21 loss to
Eastem Kentucky on Saturday.
It was a game in which the
Racers' offense, which had
come to be prolific over a
stretch in which they had won
three out of four games. struggled to move the ball.
Brockman. who had scarcely
started a game without breaking
a record since earning the job on
Oct. 2, finally had a forgettable
outing.
Or you could say he finally
looked his age.
The Calloway County native
completed 55 percent of his
TOMMY DILLARD ' Ledger & Tares
Senior wide receiver Marcus Harris (17) was one of the
passes, many of which were
bright spots for the Racers in
Saturda
y's
loss
at Eastern Kentucky, catching 12 passes for 128 yards
short screens, for 299 yards,
and becoming
threw an interception, and for the nation's leader in receptions per game with an average of nine. Harris, pictured here,
the first time this season. did not gets to the sideline while picking up a block frorn junior Dexter Barnett
on Eastern
Kentucky's Nick Vicini.
throw for a touchdown.
The numbers weren't horrioffense in all facets of things. It's not just all of
ble. and Brockman was under
the
Saturday
Saturday's game, not just quar- sudden we started mashing
heavy pressure from EKU's
peoterback play
Tennessee Tech at
defease for most of the afterple. On Saturday, some of those
Hatcher was blunt on deficiencies caught up with
noon. but as head coach Chris
Murray State
us."
Monday,
saying his squad, didHatcher said at Monday's press
Hatcher said it has been norWhen: 1 p m
n't block well, didn't pass well mal in his coaching
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium
conference. it was obvious to
experience,
Radio: 0/FOS. 103 7 FM
and didn't catch well.
any onlooker the number of
which has usually included
Records: MSU 3-5 (2-3 OVC). TTU 4Even
so,
like
so
many
plays in the passing game that
other high-powered offenses, for his
4 (3-2 OVC)
times this season, the Racers team to suffer an
last meeting: TTU wor. 45-14 in
were missed.
outing in
2009
had a chance to tie the game in which the other team
"I talked to him atter the
simply has
Series: TTU leads 41-33-1
the fourth quarter.
game and told him 'It's footits number.
"It's just disappointing
ball,'" said Harris. the Racers' hut we just can't let that affect
The Racers hope they: have
ieading receiver, who caught 12 him or anybody this week. We because of the bar we've set the that experience behind them as
past
few
weeks on the offensive Tennessee Tech, currently: third
passes for 128 yards on have to stay focused on what's
Saturday.
important and winning the rest side of the ball," Hatcher said. in the conference at 3-2 (4-4
"With the offense we're run"Even vets have a bad game, of the season."
•See RACERS, 12
Issues plagued the Racer ning, we're still masking a lot of

Racer Sports in Brief

Women's
golf moves
up in
Florida
tourney

kl \ I I ( hl'
1-001111.11.1.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: KENTUCKY 97, PIKEVILLE

66

Wildcats go small, win in exhibition
CALIPARI 'WANTS nTH-RANKED CATS
TO COME TOGETHER
By WIU. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach John Calipari
can live with missed shots and
tumovers. It's part of the process
when trying to mold a team littered with underclassmen.
Thc one thing Calipari can't
live with. however, is a lack of
grit. a trait he said the I 1thranked Wildcats had in abundance tiunng a sometimes sloppy 97-66 exhibition win over
Pikes ille on Monday.
"We're not tough enough. we
don't play. vicious enough,"
Calipan said.
Freshman
point
guard
Brandon Knight scored 22
points and Darius Miller added
21 points for Kentucky, but
Calipan was alarmed hy the way
the Bears outworked his team.
Pikeville. an NAIA school,
led for a short period in the first
half and trailed by only II early
in the second before the
Wildcats were able to pull away:.
''We got beat to everything."
C'alipari said.
Not exactly. Kentucky outrebounded the Bears 52-35. forced
17 turnovers and blocked 10
shots. Yet it was a strug,gle for
the Wildcats to put Pikeville
away.
While Calipari allows a steep
learning curve is to be expected
on a team trying to replace five
players who from last season's
squad now playing in the NBA.

Friday
Dillard at Kentucky
When: 7 p m
Where: Rupp Arena
TV Fox Sports SOuth
Radlo: WC8L 99 1 FM
2009-10 records: Ward 4-23(1-17.
Gulf Coast Athletics Conletence) UK
35-3114-2 SEC)

he didn't expect to have to teach
his players how to fight.
"What you have to have as a
player is an understanding that
it's one of two things: he outworks me or I outwork him,"
Calipari said. "This isn't about
cool. this isn't about style
points."
There weren't a ton to go
around against the Bears.
Kentucky made I of 10 3-pointers and managed just seven
assists.
"We've got to play together
better." Calipari said. "We're just
trying io figure each other out
and create for each other more."
Knight. the latest in a long
line of high-profile point g.uards
recruited hy Calipari, fought
through some pregame nerves to
add seven rebounds anti do
whatever he wanted while operating Kentucky's dribble-drive
offense.
"I know it takes time, but
(fans) will have high expectations because ot last y ear's team.
JAMES CRISP AP
but even they struggled a bit Kentucky's Terrence Jones shoots
over Pikeville's Trevor
Setty during the first half of Monday's exhibition at
Rupp
•See WILDCATS, 12
Arena in Lexington.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky guard Stuart Hines is
getting tired of the same old routine.
Saturday at Mississippi State.
Kentucky trailed the Bulldogs
24-17 hut had the ball in the red
ame with under a minute. A
Mike Hartline pass was intercepted at the 1 -yard line with 31
seconds left.
It should all sound familiar.
Falling behind then scrambling
back only to come up short is
becoming a weekly habit for the
reeling Wildcats.
The loss marked the third time
Kentucky (4-5. 1-5 SEC)has lost
by a touchdown or less after
falling into major holes in the
first half.
Now,the Wildcats must win at
least two of their final three
games tc eam bowl eligibility
and extend their school-record
streak of four consecutive bowl
appearances.
"I think everybody was a little
hit frustrated and a little bit disappointed, you know, because we
expected a little bit more." Hines
said of the loss at Mississippi
State. "It's tough to deal with
mentally and emotionally' when it
comes right down to the end zone
and not being able to get in. It's
definitely tough to deal with."
Fullback Moncell Allen said
part of Kentucky's closing problem has come from players
redwing practice on occasion to
a two-hour session of running
through the motions.
By: game's end, Allen said
conditioning becomes an issue
and players have trouble keeping
up with the pace they set in order
to put up a comeback.
IN See WILDCATS, 12

LOUISVILLF.:
FOOTBALL

No big
changes
for
Cardinals
LOUISVILLE
HOSTS
SURPRISING
SY RACUSE
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
So much for Louisville's highpowered offense.
After averaging 442 yards
through the first half of the season. the Cardinals sputtered in a
20-3 los% to Pittsburgh on
Saturday.
Against
the
Panthers
Louisville notched only 185
total yards and saw their top
two offensive weapons — running back Bilal Powell and
quarterback Adam Froman -fall to injuries. Both are questionable for Saturday's game
against surprising Syracuse 0)2, 3-1 ).
Despite the setback. the
Cardinals (4-4. I-2) aren't
going back to the drawing
board.
"VVe won't change the game
plan, we can't," said coach
Charlie Strong said. "Guys just
need to step it up some more
and play smart."
Bogged down in their own
red zone throughout the game
alter -kb penalty yards and two
tumbles against the Panthers,
•See CARDINALS. 12
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As for Lane. the Iola, Wisc.
native and 2009 Murray State
graduate notched a tackle for a
loss, as his Jacksonville Jaguars
stifled the Dallas Cowboys,
claiming a 35-17 victory.
The play for defensive end
Lane came early in the first
quarter, after the Cowboys had
moved the ball 47 yards on their
opening possesion, up to the
Jaguars 22-yard line.
On first down and ten, however, Lane exploded into the
Cowboys' backfield, dragging
down tailback Felix Jones for a

WORLD SERIES:
GIANTS 3,
RANGERS 1

one-yard loss.
Dallas would then go three
and out and was forced to settle
for a field goal inside the
Jacksonville red zone.
Lane started for the Jaguars
after Derrick Harvey', the No. 8
overall pick for Jacksonville in
2008 and reserve Jeremy
Mincey, were both ruled out.
Harvey. the early. season
gamer, was replaced last week
by Mincey.
Mincey suffered a hand
injury,
however,
with
Jacksonville opting to go with
Lane over Harvey.

"I think (Lane) was solid
(Sunday)," Jackscnville head
Stuart Alexander
coach Jack Del Ric said accord1 702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
ing to Fanhouse com. "There
Murray. Kentucky
were some things that he did
tii.irt .1 lex 110..1f-0,th oat
where he'll be so much better
(2701 753-4703
with the experience. He's a
HOME • AUTO • LIFE
young guy playing for the first
time, or playing a bigger role
SCOREBOARD
than he had for the first time. I
KHSAA Prep Football Polls
think that the expenence that he
12 Montana State
7-2 2,137
Class lA
13 Montana
got was good.
6-3 1 751
Rank-School
FPVRcd TP pys
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1
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25 North Dakota State 5-3
The rookie catcher wasn't
325
Country Day 16 12, Pineville 5 13
played through a lot of injuries the ball,"
Hatcher said. "It will quite sure what to do or where
Betsy Layne 4 14 Pikeville 3 15
overall) comes to Roy Stewan this seaso
to
Others receiving votes Chattanooga
n,
and
he's
definitely be a decision made in the latter go. Hard
Bishop Brossart 2
Stadium.
to blame him. either. It's
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of
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FCS Sports Nehvork
Record Pts
1 Appalachian State 1.441 8-0
3.847
2 Jacksonville State'(16) 8-0 3.685
3 Villanova (1)
6-2 3.388
4 William 8 Mary (3)
6-2 3.375
5 Delaware
7-1 3.294
6 Eastern Washington
7-2 3,002
7. Wofford
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8-0 2,275

Atlanta
Tampa Bay
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1
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2
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0
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4
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0 500
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Sunday's Gaines
San Francisco 24. Denver 16
Detroit 37. Washington 25
Kansas City 13 Buffalo 10 OT
SI Louis 20, Carolina 10
Miam 22, Cincinnati 14
Jacksonville 35, Dallas 17
Green Bay 9 N Y Jets 0
San Diego 33 Tennessee 25
New England 28 Minnesota 18
Oakland 33 Seattle 3
Tampa say 38. Anzona 35
New Orleans 20. Pittsburgh 10
Monday's Game
Indianapolis 30. Houston 17

Wildcats

From Page 11
When practice goes poorly,
Allen said it sets up every time
for a letdown at some point in
that week's game.
•
"As a fullback, I have to hit at
practice just like I'm hitting in the
game so I can get used to what it
feels like," he said. "When you're
in practice and you're just going
through the motions and you're
not getting the full running experience, it's kind of hard to play
the game hard. We get frustrated
but it's not something v.'e can't
stop."
Kentucky faces Charleston

Southern this week, an FCS team
scheduled as a relative breather
from the notoriously grueling
SEC. The Wildcats haven't lost a
non-conference game since 2006
but more mention was made
Monday of upsets that Ole Miss
and Virginia Tech suffered at the
beginning of the season to similar opponents.
Defensive line coach David
Turner said the coaching staff has
used those upsets as examples of
how a team can get ahead of
itself when thinking about longterrn goals - in Kentucky's case.
preserving its bowl streak.

II Murray High School will host Tiger Night on
Saturday, Nov. 13 from
5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at MHS. The MHS boys
and girls basketball teams
will be introduced along with the MMS boys
and girls teams. little league
teams, Tiger Stars, MHS and MAAS cheerl
eaders and dance teams.
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From Page 11
the Cardinal otfense failed to
create momentum.
"Offensively we never got
on rhythm," Strong said. "And
it was because of foolish mistakes. mistakes we can't make
this deep in the season."
Strong has said repeatedly
this year that the Cardinals
often suffer from shots to their
own foot in their losses, mistakes that include costly penalties and turnovers.
"As a coaching staff, we
need to challenge this team to
do better." Strong said.

ELECTION

SportsE3riefs
II The Calloway County High School boys and
girls Backboard Clubs
will host the Laker Legends Dinner on Fnday,
Nov. 19 at 6:30 p.m. in the
CCHS cafeteria. The keynote speaker will
be Stan Key. Meet and greet
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner scheduled
for 6:30 and the program to
follow.
Please
e-mail
your
reservation
to
teriAutrell@calloway.kyschools.us by Nov.
16.

•Cardinals
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